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Abstract: Sharp retrenchment is introduced and briefly justified informally, as a liberalisatio
refinement. In sharp retrenchment the relationship between an abstract operation and its co
counterpart is mediated by extra predicates, allowing most particularly the description of
refinement-like properties, and the mixing of I/O and state aspects in the passage between
of abstraction. Sharp retrenchments are briefly contrasted with unsharp ones. S
retrenchments are shown to have a natural law of composition, and the way in which refinem
may be viewed as sharp retrenchments is discussed. Modulated refinement is introduce
version of refinement allowing mixing of I/O and state aspects, in order to facilitate compar
between sharp retrenchment and refinement, and various notions of simulation are conside
this context, specifically: stepwise simulation, the ability of simulator to mimic a sequenc
execution steps of the simulatee; strong simulation, in which states and step labels are m
independently between simulatee and simulator; and the refinement notion itself. Special
of sharp retrenchment are shown to possess various subsets of these simulation properti
the extent to which sharp retrenchments contain refinements within them is addressed
details of the theory are worked out for the B-Method, though the applicability of the underly
ideas is not limited to just that formalism.
Keywords:  Retrenchment, Refinement, Simulation, B-Method.

1 Introduction

In [Banach and Poppleton (1998)], retrenchment was proposed as a liberalisation
notion of refinement, whose purpose was to enable more of the informal aspects o
velopment to be captured within a formal framework. A retrenchment step from a m
abstract to a more concrete level of abstraction admits strengthening of the precon
and weakening of the postcondition and the mingling of state and I/O information
tween the levels, all mediated by two extra predicates per retrenched operation. In
ticular it allows non-refinement-like behaviour to be expressed via the weake
postcondition; which in turn permits inconvenient low level detail of the true syst
from cluttering up an idealised model at a higher level of abstraction, a phenome
which occurs all too frequently when refinement alone is used as the implement
mechanism, as a result of the unforgiving nature of the refinement proof obligatio

[Banach and Poppleton (1998)] was concerned with making the engineering cas
the retrenchment notion. We considered it important to proceed in this more pragm
manner at the outset, as the experience with refinement showed in hindsight that to
ly an emphasis on mathematical elegance could have detrimental consequences
development activity for realistic problems. In this paper by contrast, we explore s
of the theoretical properties of the retrenchment mechanism, specifically simulatio
its various aspects, restricting our attention to notions of simulation in which the g
1
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ularity of computational steps does not change between levels of abstraction —
trenchment is more aimed at taming the development complexity of individual op
tions than at increasing potential concurrency. It turns out that there are a numb
subtleties regarding simulation to take into account. We take as fundamental the n
of stepwise simulation, in which a sequence of steps of the simulatee is mimicked b
equal length sequence of steps of the simulator. This is closely tied up with the pro
algebraic notion of strong simulation — except when the sequence oriented notion
not reproduce in the after-state of a step, the properties used in the before-state,
is what happens in normal refinement. The detailed working out of these issues
gist of this paper.

Several topics in extant literature can in retrospect be seen as at least partial prec
of the sharp retrenchment of this paper. Perhaps the most obvious one of these
rely/guarantee method of [Jones (1983)] and its successors. This also uses an add
two predicates per operation, but this time the guarantee predicate is conjunctive
invariant rather than disjunctive as is the CONCEDES clause of retrenchment, an
emphasis on concurrency lends a different flavour to the enterprise. In fact the s
retrenchment of this paper also has a third, conjunctive, NEVERTHELESS claus
we get the best of both worlds. More closely related is the work on clean termina
[Coleman and Hughes (1979), Blikle (1981)], dealing with the discrepancy betwee
nite hardware oriented semantic domains and infinite idealised theoretical ones,
theoretically. This addresses but one of the issues that makes retrenchment usefu
a related tack we have Neilson’s thesis [Neilson (1990)], which tackles the same
by observing that the infinite idealised domains usually arise as well behaved limi
the finite ones, and thus refinement in the idealised case can be understood as th
of a finite version, giving rise to the notion of acceptably inadequate designs (esse
ly, an interchange of the order of two quantifiers takes us from idealised to fini
Around the same time [Owe (1985), Owe (1993)] proposes program development u
partial functions and a particularly convenient logic, prompted by finiteness and d
edness considerations. The ability of retrenchment to mix I/O and state between l
of abstraction, and specifically to change I/O representation was anticipated in [H
and Sanders (1995)]. And more recently [Boiten and Derrick (1998), Stepney, Co
and Woodcock (1998), Mikhajlova and Sekerinski (1997)] treat refinement incorpo
ing change of I/O representation.

A more detailed plan of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
cuss why refinement is too strong a notion to conveniently encompass much of rea
system building activity. For a much fuller treatment of such motivational issues
[Banach and Poppleton (1998)]. In Section 3 we introduce sharp retrenchmen
proof obligations that give it semantic content, and give an example. In Section 4
compare sharp retrenchment with (unsharp) retrenchment as presented in loc. cit.
more elaborate sharp version turns out to be better suited to discussion of theoreti
sues such as those treated in this paper, though we argue that the unsharp version
ly to be quite adequate for most realistic system developments. In Section 5
summarise some formal facts about the B Method’s Abstract Machine Notation
generalised substitutions that provide the mathematical basis for the detailed theo
er. In particular we give a notion of “step” in the generalised substitution framewo
which enables us to move between automata-theoretic notions of step, and the r
ment calculus / weakest precondition notions of step in the world of B. In Section 6
discuss the composition of sharp retrenchments, and in Section 7 we discuss the
2
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to which conventional refinement can be viewed as retrenchment. In Section 8 w
troduce modulated refinement, a notion which in allowing the mingling of state an
O information between levels of abstraction in a refinement setting, allows a much
ter comparison between refinement and retrenchment later. Modulated refinemen
troduced in two variants, normal and inverted, depending on the orientation of
dependency between termination predicates in the operation proof obligation. This
vides an excellent laboratory for a detailed comparison of different notions of sim
tion as mentioned above.

In Section 9 we move on to retrenchment proper giving the definition of stepwise s
ulation for the retrenchment situation. The next three sections deal with the simula
theoretic and refinement-theoretic properties of some special cases of retrench
Section 10 introduces¬C retrenchment, a notion very close to a modulated refineme
and with correspondingly strong properties. Section 11 deals with∃GVP retrenchment,
a rather weaker notion, with a weaker simulation result, and without an easy refine
theorem. Section 12 deals with decomposed trim retrenchment, a notion design
yield a refinement theorem, and one that will therefore possess suitable simulatio
sults.

With all of these systems, what happens is in general as one would expect. The
the restrictions imposed make a retrenchment look like a refinement, the more the
ulation properties resemble those of modulated refinement. Correspondingly, the
tenuous the link, the less this is the case, highlighting in turn subtle differences betw
the various notions of simulation introduced. Section 13 comments briefly on variat
on the themes in Sections 10-12, possibilities which arise from the relative richne
the retrenchment notation. Section 14 concludes. Table 1 summarises the main
cepts introduced in the paper, and the main properties that they enjoy.

Notation. In the body of the paper we use the B Abstract Machine Notation for mo
oriented specification and system development (see [Abrial (1996a), Wordsw
(1996), Lano and Haughton (1996), Sekerinski and Sere (1998)]). This has the v
of being a semantically solid formalism that features a satisfying degree of synta
completeness, including specific concrete syntax for declarations, initialisation, op
tion specification, and most particularly for refinement. Into this, the ideas of retren
ment can be fitted quite smoothly. Nevertheless, despite this specificity, our p
techniques vary in flavour, from the (in spirit at least) mechanically checkable styl
[Abrial (1996a)], to much more model-oriented ones when the latter seem to off
more intuitively appealing route to the conclusion — Section 5 helps to bridge the
Also the main ideas of the paper are largely independent of notation and could
readily be accomodated into methodologies such as VDM [Jones (1990), Jone
Shaw (1990)] and Z [Spivey (1993), Hayes (1993), Woodcock and Davies (1996)]
make the paper accessible to otherwise knowledgeable readers unfamiliar with A
in the course of the paper we comment on details of notation to an extent that the e
might well regard as superfluous.

2 The Trouble with Refinement

Let us consider a small example. Suppose we must implement the operation of a
an elementnewto a setxx ; for the sake of argument let it be a set of natural numbe
In the B notation we would write at the abstract level:
3
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MACHINE Set_Machine
VARIABLES xx
INVARIANT xx ⊆ NAT
INITIALISATION xx := ∅
OPERATIONS

AddElem ( new )  =̂
IF

new∈ NAT
THEN

xx := xx ∪ { new }
END

END

We might wish to refine this to a situation in which the setxxwas represented by an in-
jective sequence of its members,xx_seq, initialised empty as was the abstractxx , and,
for pragmatic reasons limited in length to a maximum of 10 elements. Set union
comes represented by appending sequences. We might attempt to write the res
refinement as:

REFINEMENT Set_Machine_R
REFINES Set_Machine
VARIABLES xx_seq
INVARIANT xx_seq∈ iseq(NAT ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) ≤ 10∧

xx = ran(xx_seq )
INITIALISATION xx_seq := < >

Table 1: Concepts and their Properties

Concept Properties

Retrenchment Vertical composition.
Subsumes refinement.

Modulated refinement Normal and inverted forms.
Stepwise simulation.
Strong simulation for
inverted form.

¬C Retrenchment Stepwise simulation.
Strong simulation.
Modulated refinement.

∃GVP Retrenchment Stepwise simulation.
Weaker strong simulation.

Decomposed Retrenchment Modulated refinement.
Various stepwise and strong
simulation properties.
4
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OPERATIONS
AddElem ( new )  =̂

IF
new∈ NAT ∧ new∉ ran(xx_seq ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) < 10

THEN
xx_seq := xx_seq  [ new ]

END
END

The trouble is that this is not a refinement in the technical sense. To see this let u
amine the proof obligation of refinement:

INVA ∧ INVC ∧ trm(AddElemA)
⇒ trm(AddElemC) ∧ [AddElemC] ¬ [AddElemA] ¬ INVC

HereINVA andINVC are the abstract and concrete invariants respectively (and the
crete invariant contains the retrieve relationxx = ran(xx_seq) ). And trm(AddElemA)
and trm(AddElemC) are the abstract and concrete termination predicates (norm
called preconditions in non-B parlance). Moreover[AddElemC] ¬ [AddElemA] ¬ INVC
asserts that for every step that the concrete generalised substitution (aka operatioAd-
dElemC makes, there is a step that the abstract generalised substitutionAddElemA can
make that establishes the truth of the concrete invariantINVC (which includes the re-
trieve relation), in the abstract and concrete after-states1.

Consider what this says when| xx | = 10 andnew∉ xx . We have to show for the first
conjunct on the RHS:

xx ⊆ NAT ∧
xx_seq∈ iseq(NAT ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) ≤ 10∧ xx = ran(xx_seq ) ∧ true

⇒
true

which is fine, and asserts that since the abstract system can make a step, the co
system too can make a step. For the second conjunct we need to show after some
ing that amongst other things:

xx ⊆ NAT ∧
xx_seq∈ iseq(NAT ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) ≤ 10∧ xx = ran(xx_seq ) ∧ true

⇒
new∈ NAT ∧ new∉ xx ∧ size(xx_seq ) = 10

⇒
[ skip ] ¬ [ xx := xx ∪ { new }  ] ¬ ( xx = ran(xx_seq ) )

which is clearly false since in the after-statesxxwill have an extra element compared t
xx_seq. We see that to get a genuine refinement we would have to push the con
level finiteness requirement up to the abstract level. This would spoil the simplicity
clarity of the abstract system; we would be forced to narrow the gap between the

1. In B, operations and initialisations are expressed as generalised substitutions, whic
tuitively work like assignments, and can be nondeterministic. The notation [S ] P means
that any effect of the generalised substitutionSestablishes predicateP . Hence the∀–∃–
structure above.

∩

5
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levels of abstraction. This in turn weakens the case for having the abstract level
at all.

One way out of this impasse that is much favoured in the formal development com
nity is to amplify the key statement in the abstract operation to:

xx := xx ∪ { new } [ ] skip

In this particular case,skip , ( [ ] is the choice combinator in B), would do just what the
concrete operation does in the (null) ELSE branch of the conditional, so a refinem
could indeed be recovered. However more generally one would need to writeskip
alone and to have a trivial retrieve relation in order to guarantee a refinement, ban
on the fact that in isolationskip allowsanyterminating operation (which preserves th
retrieve relation) as a refinement. In such a situation theskip says nothing at all about
the relationship between the “true” abstract and concrete levels, except to signal
and clear that whatever it is, it is certainlynota refinement relationship. As a techniqu
for capturing design decisions in the engineering of real systems in the manner illus
ed (as opposed to its proper role as an identity for sequential composition in the cal
of generalised substitutions) we therefore considerskip harmful.

We return to our putative refinement above. When we are indeed in the| xx | = 10 and
new∉ xxsituation, the concrete system simply does nothing. Would this be approp
in reality? Of course not. We would want the operation to at least inform its caller
it was unable to fulfil the normal demand, and that it was taking an exceptional ac
For this we would need a change of signature, eg.

response←— AddElem ( new )

where the value of theresponseoutput would indicate whether a normal or exception
course of action had been taken. But a change of signature is not permitted in no
refinement, and the presence of the output at the abstract level would be another u
essary distraction from the essential simplicity of the abstract system. Again, pu
in the detail necessary to construct a genuine refinement into the abstract system
ens the case for having the abstract system there at all.

We see that there are drawbacks to using refinement as the sole means of going fr
abstract description of a system to a concrete one. Evidently the issues we have
are rather trivial in the case of such a small illustrative example, but it is not hard to
agine that in realistic situations, the level of detail that needs to be brought up to th
stract system in order for there to be a refinement between abstract and concrete w
is so great that it overwhelms the underlying concepts of the abstract model. The
posedly abstract model then becomes little more than a restatement of the con
model in another language. Such a thing is not terrible in itself of course — the dif
ent perspectives of the two descriptions can each illuminate the other — but the v
ble goal of setting out how the real system definition is arrived at from the design
original simplified ideas is lost. In this manner we briefly motivate the introduction
a more liberal notion than refinement which we intend to bridge that gap. Such m
vational issues are discussed much more extensively in [Banach and Poppleton (19

3 Sharp Retrenchment

Let us refer for a moment to the syntactic details of refinement in B . The top level
tem construct in B is the MACHINE . Refinement is expressed via another top le
6
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construct, the REFINEMENT . A REFINEMENT contains roughly speaking the sa
ingredients as a MACHINE except that the INVARIANT contains the retrieve relati
and there is the REFINES clause which indicates which other top level construct (e
a MACHINE or a previous REFINEMENT ) is being refined. We are going to introdu
a variant of refinement, sharp retrenchment, but since the result of the developmen
is in effect the specification of a fresh problem, the resulting top level construct wil
self be a MACHINE . For flexibility we permit either a MACHINE or a REFINEMENT
to be retrenched.  Without further ado we give a schematic sharp retrenchment s

MACHINE M ( a ) MACHINE N ( b )
RETRENCHES M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ p←— OpName( j ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ( v , j , p )
LVAR

A
WITHIN

P ( i , j , u , v , A )
CONCEDES

C ( u , v , o , p , A )
NEVERTHELESS

V ( u , v , o , p , A )
END

END (3.1)

On the left we see a MACHINEM(a) , parameterised bya , its operations being simply
given by a signatureo ←— OpName(i) and a generalised substitutionS(u, i, o) . On
the right we have a MACHINEN(b) , together with the RETRENCHESM clause and
retrieve relation RETRIEVESG(u, v) . (Note that the retrieve relation is given sepa
rately, unlike in B refinement where it is incorporated into the concrete INVARIANT
Furthermore the body of each operationp ←— OpName(j) is now a ramified general-
ised substitution, that is to say a generalised substitutionT(v, j, p) , together with its ram-
ification, the LVAR , WITHIN , CONCEDES , NEVERTHELESS clauses. Eac
OpNameof M must appear ramified withinN , but there can also be additional opera
tions inN . (In particular, such additional operations need not preserve the retriev
lation, hence need not be refinements ofskip .) If one strips away the RETRENCHES
clause, the RETRIEVES clause, and the ramifications, one ends up with just a no
B MACHINE .

Speaking informally, the ramification of an operation allows us to describe how the
crete operation fails to refine its abstract counterpart. The LVARA clause, which is op-
tional, allows us to introduce logical variablesA that remember before-values o
variables and inputs, so that we may refer to them in the after-state if necessary.
scope of the LVAR declaration is the WITHIN , CONCEDES , and NEVERTHELES
clauses. The job of the WITHIN clause is to describe nontrivial relationships betw
the abstract and concrete before-values of variablesu andv , and abstract and concrete
7
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input valuesi and j , and to define values for the logical variablesA . It is used to
strengthen the precondition as we will see below, and thus may contain any streng
ing of the retrieve relation required in the sharp retrenchment step. The purpose o
CONCEDES and NEVERTHELESS clauses is to provide similar waivers for the af
state. So the CONCEDES clause weakens the retrieve relation required in the
state, and the NEVERTHELESS clause strengthens it. Both can involve both abs
and concrete variables, abstract and concrete outputs, and the logical variablesA . We
will see all this more clearly in the proof obligations which we now list.

We assume an environment where all the necessary identifiers are defined in ter
basic types. The POs start with the conventional machine POs forM andN . So there
are the initialisation POs:

[ X(u) ] I(u) (3.2)

[ Y(v) ] J(v) (3.3)

and the invariant preservation POs:

I(u) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o)) ⇒ [ S(u, i, o) ] I(u) (3.4)

J(v) ∧ trm(T(v, j, p)) ⇒ [ T(v, j, p) ] J(v) (3.5)

Next we have the sharp retrenchment initialisation PO which is just like the corresp
ing refinement initialisation PO:

[ Y(v) ] ¬ [ X(u) ] ¬ G(u, v) (3.6)

and finally we have the sharp retrenchment PO for operations which reads:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ P(i, j, u, v, A))
⇒

trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
((G(u, v) ∨ C(u, v, o, p, A)) ∧ V(u, v, o, p, A)) (3.7)

In this, as well as the predictable (I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) in the antecedent, we assum
that the termination condition for the concrete operationtrm(T(v, j, p)) is strengthened
by the WITHIN clauseP(i, j, u, v, A) . In the consequent, the termination condition fo
the abstract operationtrm(S(u, i, o)) is deduced, and the familiar “[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u,
i, o) ] ¬” structure establishes in the after-states, the retrieve relation weakened b
CONCEDES clause and the combination strengthened by the NEVERTHELE
clause. We do not embark here on a detailed discussion to justify the shape of th
There is an extensive treatment of the corresponding issue in [Banach and Popp
(1998)] which applies here verbatim, aside from the more intricate structure of
((G ∨ C) ∧ V) formula which is discussed more fully in the next section. Also, the d
cussion at the end of Section 8 below may be regarded as a post hoc justification f
termination aspects of the PO. In this paper we will take the sharp retrenchment P
operations as axiomatic, and embark on exploring its consequences.

To see sharp retrenchment at work, let us redo our failed refinement step above as
fide sharp retrenchment. Disregarding the appropriateness or otherwise of the co
operation given, we can ramify it as follows, getting:

MACHINE Set_Machine_Ret
RETRENCHES Set_Machine
8
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VARIABLES xx_seq
INVARIANT xx_seq∈ iseq(NAT ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) ≤ 10
RETRIEVES xx = ran(xx_seq )
INITIALISATION xx_seq := < >
OPERATIONS

AddElem ( new )  =̂
BEGIN

IF
new∈ NAT ∧ new∉ ran(xx_seq ) ∧ size(xx_seq ) < 10

THEN
xx_seq := xx_seq  [ new ]

END
LVAR

LL , XX
WITHIN

LL = size(xx_seq ) ∧ XX = xx_seq
CONCEDES

LL = 10∧ xx_seq = XX
NEVERTHELESS

true
END

END

The above illustrates well how the various additional clauses that constitute the ra
cation help to make precise the relationship between the two levels, even though
not a refinement. Note that the occurrences ofxx_seqin the WITHIN clause refer to the
before-value while the occurrence in the CONCEDES clause refers to the after-v
necessitating the use ofLL andXX .

4 Unsharp and Sharp Retrenchment

(Unsharp) retrenchment as introduced in [Banach and Poppleton (1998)] is di
guished by the absence of a NEVERTHELESS clause. The corresponding PO fo
erations therefore just reads:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ P(i, j, u, v, A))
⇒

trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∨ C(u, v, o, p, A))

This form does not allow any strengthening of the retrieve relation in the result of
operation, to be formally expressed. Of course one can include the required claus
junctively in an enlarged CONCEDES clause since (G ∨ C) ∧ V ⇒ G ∨ (C ∨ V) . Let
us look at an example.

MACHINE Machine_0
VARIABLES aa , bb , cc
INVARIANT aa ∈ NAT ∧ bb ∈ NAT ∧ cc ∈ NAT
OPERATIONS

MyPlus  =̂ cc := aa + bb ;
END

∩

9
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This can be sharply retrenched as follows. (Note that|| is the combinator for parallel
composition of generalised substitutions, and that in AMN,FALSE is a term while
false is a predicate.)

MACHINE Machine_1 ( MaxNum )
RETRENCHES Machine_0
CONSTRAINTS MaxNum∈ NAT
VARIABLES aaa
INVARIANT aaa∈ NAT
RETRIEVES aa = aaa
INITIALISATION aaa := 3
OPERATIONS

resp , ccc←— MyPlus ( bbb )  =̂
BEGIN

IF
aaa + bbb≤ MaxNum

THEN
ccc := aaa + bbb ||
resp := TRUE

ELSE
ccc := 0 ||
resp := FALSE

END
LVAR

CC
WITHIN

CC = cc ∧ bb = bbb
CONCEDES

false
NEVERTHELESS

(resp = TRUE ⇔ cc = ccc) ∧
(resp = FALSE ⇔ (cc = CC ∧ ccc = 0))

END
END

Now without a NEVERTHELESS clause, one could simply write the ramification a

LVAR
CC

WITHIN
CC = cc ∧ bb = bbb

CONCEDES
(resp = TRUE ⇔ cc = ccc) ∧
(resp = FALSE ⇔ (cc = CC ∧ ccc = 0))

END

In terms of providing a receptacle for the clause “(resp= TRUE ⇔ cc= ccc) & ( resp=
FALSE ⇔ (cc = CC & ccc= 0))” the latter form is adequate. The difference betwe
the two forms comes in the discharge of the corresponding POs. In the sharp form
are forced to prove that in corresponding post-states

((aa = aaa) ∨ false) ∧ “(resp = TRUE … ccc = 0))”
10
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which forces the proof of “(resp= TRUE … ccc= 0))”. In the unsharp form we must
merely prove that

(aa = aaa) ∨ “(resp = TRUE … ccc = 0))”

holds. For this it is enough to prove (aa= aaa) which is rather trivially true. The other
branch of the disjunction is equally true of course, and we are at liberty to prove i
to prove both, but we are not forced to do so. The choice of whether we prove the o
branch is thus a meta level matter, rather than part of the formal framework as in
sharp case.

For most practical system design purposes, the present authors conjecture that u
retrenchment will be adequate as a framework for documenting design steps and
ing that they relate levels of abstraction in the required manner (eg. the example i
previous section). This is especially so when heuristic reasoning forms an impo
ingredient of the design process as is suggested might occur in [Banach and Pop
(1998)]; in such situations the finer details of the formal approach can be a little su
fluous. However in the construction of systems of the highest criticality, and when
is concerned with the mathematical properties of the retrenchment formalism, the s
form is more useful as we shall see. For the remainder of this paper we will cons
only sharp retrenchment, and will drop the “sharp” qualifier for brevity.

5 The trm  , fis  , prd  , andstp  Predicates

In this section we collect together some facts about generalised substitutions tha
prove useful at various points in the more technical remainder of the paper. Firs
recall from [Abrial (1996a)] that any generalised substitutionS(u, i, o) has a normal
form in terms of predicatesP(u, i) andQ(u, i, u′, o) such that for any predicateR , [ S] R
iff:

P(u, i) ∧ (∀ u∼, o∼ • Q(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ u, o := u∼, o∼ ] R)  if u∼, o∼ \ R (5.1)

whereu∼, o∼ \ Rmeansu∼, o∼ are non-free inR . In fact (5.1) is obtained by generalising
[Abrial (1996a)] — who does not mention I/O — a little, and treatingi ando as normal
variables except thati is read-only ando is write-only.

From (5.1) it is easy to prove the monotonicity laws:

(∀ u∼, o∼ • A ⇒ B) ⇒ ([ S ] A ⇒ [ S ] B) (5.2)
(∀ u∼, o∼ • A ⇒ B) ⇒ (¬ [ S ] ¬ A ⇒ ¬ [ S ] ¬ B) (5.3)

The termination predicate2 for a generalised substitutionS is defined by:

trm(S(u, i, o))  =  [ S ] true (5.4)

Note that this is universal, in the sense that it says that all possible effects ofSestablish
at least the trivialtrue predicate.  From (5.1) we quickly get:

trm(S(u, i, o)) ⇔ P(u, i) (5.5)

so we can writetrm(S)(u, i) to emphasise thattrm(S) is only free inu andi . The exis-
tential analogue oftrm is the feasibility predicate3 for S :

2. In [Abrial (1996a)] termination is defined astrm(S) = [ S ] (u = u) . This alludes to the
frame problem, about which we will be careful at the meta level in this paper.
11
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fis(S(u, i, o))  = ¬ [ S ] ¬ true (5.6)

which is also free only inu andi .  From (5.1) we get:

fis(S(u, i, o)) ⇔ ¬ P(u, i) ∨ (∃ u′, o • Q(u, i, u′, o)) (5.7)

This expresses that there is at leastsometerminating outcome ofSwhen it holds. Usu-
ally trm(S(u, i, o)) ⇒ fis(S(u, i, o)) , but not always. For consider the substitutionS≡
u :∈ ∅ , where :∈ is nondeterministic assignment to any member of a set;trm(S) is true,
butfis(S) is false as the empty set does not contain any element to whichu could be as-
signed. (These statements can be proved from the definition [u :∈ W ] R ⇔ (∀ u′ •
u′ ∈ W ⇒ [ u := u′ ] R) .)

Closely related tofis(S) is the before-after predicateprd(S(u, i, o)) , which we write
more commonly asprd(S)(u, i, u′, o) to display clearly its free variables. We generalis
[Abrial (1996a)] slightly, defining this by

prd(S)(u, i, u′, o)  =  [ o′ := o ] ¬ [ S ] ¬ (u′ = u ∧ o′ = o)  if u′, o′ \ S (5.8)

From (5.1) this quickly reduces to

prd(S)(u, i, u′, o) ⇔ ¬ P(u, i) ∨ Q(u, i, u′, o) (5.9)

so thatprd(S) actually describes the steps thatS is able to perform.

In general we will interpret our formulae relationally in this paper. To this end we
tablish the convention that the machine variablesu , i , o , v , j , p , etc. will take values
in setsU , I , O , V , J , P respectively etc., i.e. sets named using the uppercase sans
letter corresponding to the variable name. Superscripted variables such asu∼, u′ etc.
will also take values inU , while otherwise unqualified subscripted letters such asu0 ,
u0′ , u1

∼ etc. will denote elements ofU . Relationally interpreted,trm , fis , prd yield
pre , dom , rel , defined by:

pre(S)  =  {(u , i) ∈ U × I | trm(S)(u, i)} (5.10)
dom(S)  =  {(u , i) ∈ U × I | fis(S)(u, i)} (5.11)
rel(S)  =  {((u , i) , (u′ , o)) ∈ (U × I) × (U × O) | prd(S)(u, i, u′, o)} (5.12)

Note the presence of¬ P(u, i) in prd(S) . For frame reasons, i.e. becauseP(u, i) says
nothing aboutu′, o , it leads to the presence of (U × I – pre(S)) × (U × O) insiderel(S) .
This masks out any capability of the generalised substitutionSto yield a sensible output
in places wheretrm does not hold. Thus the only places where the B framework c
sensibly describe before-after behaviour are when termination is guaranteed, an
phenomenon prevents the proper description of partial correctness, in which a no
terministic operation may possibly terminate with an answer, or may possibly not
minate.

To focus better on the actual steps ofS , rather than the fictitious ones coming from
¬ P(u, i) , we introduce a predicatestp(S)(u, i, u′, o) by:

stp(S)(u, i, u′, o)  = trm(S)(u, i) ∧ prd(S)(u, i, u′, o) (5.13)

From (5.1) we get:

stp(S)(u, i, u′, o) ⇔ P(u, i) ∧ Q(u, i, u′, o) (5.14)

3. In [Abrial (1996a)] feasibility is formulated asfis(S) = ¬ [ S ] ¬ (u = u) .
12
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The relational counterpart ofstp is srl :

srl(S)  =  {((u , i) , (u′ , o)) ∈ (U × I) × (U × O) | stp(S)(u, i, u′, o)} (5.15)

and instead of writing ((u0, i0), (u1, o1)) ∈ srl(S) , we will often find it more convenient
to say thatu0 -(i0, S, o1)-› u1 is a step of the relevant machineM .

The standard B framework is that of total correctness as above which we adhere
specific calculations in this paper; however partial and general correctness are also
viewpoints for program development; see [de Roever and Engelhardt (1998)] for a
tensive comparison of total and partial correctness from both semantic and syn
perspectives, and [Dunne et al. (1998)] for a general correctness version of B re
ment4. Such frameworks can support more discriminatingstp notions. In this paper
we state results concerningstp in terms that at least hint at generalisation to such wid
contexts, usually by refering to when thetrm property will be explicitly used. The main
reason for even considering partial correctness notions here is that the principal se
tic notions of interest in this paper concern sequences of steps that have already
pleted. In such cases, the possibility that there used to be a risk of nonterminati
some point is no longer relevant.

Returning to the normal form we see that:

P(u, i) ∧ (∀ u∼, o∼ • Q(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ u, o := u∼, o∼ ] R)
⇔

P(u, i) ∧ (∀ u∼, o∼ • P(u, i) ∧ Q(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ u, o := u∼, o∼ ] R)

so we can derive the useful alternative normal form:

[ S ] R
⇔

trm(S)(u, i) ∧ (∀ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ u, o := u∼, o∼ ] R)
if u∼, o∼ \ R (5.16)

We end with a technical result we will use below. It allows more intuitive reasoning
order to establish operation proof obligations.

Theorem 5.1 Let S(u, i, o) andT(v, j, p) be generalised substitutions. Then in th
standard relational setting, to establish:

[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬ R(v, p, u, o)

it is sufficient to show:

trm(T)(v , j) ∧ trm(S)(u , i) ∧
( For every stepv0 -(j0, T, p1)-› v1 of T

there is a stepu0 -(i0, S, o1)-› u1 of S ,
such thatR(v1, p1, u1, o1) holds. )

Proof.  We simply substitute (5.16) to get:

[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬ R(v, p, u, o)
⇔

4. Adding partial correctness notions to a system like B allows one to distinguish betw
“intrinsic” trm properties of substitutions such as nondivision by zero, and more “ad ho
assertions added to aid programme development.  See also [Behm et al. (1998)].
13
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(trm(T)(v, j) ∧ (∀ v∼, p∼ • stp(T)(v, j, v∼, p∼) ⇒ [ v, p := v∼, p∼ ]
¬ (trm(S)(u, i) ∧ ( ∀ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ u, o := u∼, o∼ ]

¬ R(v, p, u, o)))
⇔

trm(T)(v, j) ∧ (∀ v∼, p∼ • stp(T)(v, j, v∼, p∼) ⇒ ¬ (trm(S)(u, i) ∧
(∀ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ [ v, p := v∼, p∼ ][ u, o := u∼, o∼ ]

¬ R(v, p, u, o)))
⇔

trm(T)(v, j) ∧ (∀ v∼, p∼ • stp(T)(v, j, v∼, p∼) ⇒ ¬ (trm(S)(u, i) ∧
(∀ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ⇒ ¬ R(v∼, p∼, u∼, o∼)))
⇔

trm(T)(v, j) ∧ (∀ v∼, p∼ • stp(T)(v, j, v∼, p∼) ⇒ (trm(S)(u, i) ⇒
(∃ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ∧ R(v∼, p∼, u∼, o∼)))
⇔

trm(T)(v, j) ∧ (trm(S)(u, i) ⇒ (∀ v∼, p∼ • stp(T)(v, j, v∼, p∼) ⇒
(∃ u∼, o∼ • stp(S)(u, i, u∼, o∼) ∧ R(v∼, p∼, u∼, o∼))) (5.17)

Now (A ∧ B ∧ C ) implies (A ∧ (B ⇒ C)) , so settingA ≡ trm(T) , B ≡ trm(S) andC ≡
(∀v∼ … ) in (5.17), and then interpreting the result in the relational framework, lead
the required conclusion.

6 Composition of Retrenchments

In this section we show that retrenchments compose to give retrenchments. So
take (3.1) as given and suppose we now have the further retrenchment ofN(b) :

MACHINE N ( b ) MACHINE O ( c )
RETRENCHES M RETRENCHES N
VARIABLES v VARIABLES w
INVARIANT J ( v ) INVARIANT K ( w )
RETRIEVES G ( u , v ) RETRIEVES H ( v , w )
INITIALISATION Y ( v ) INITIALISATION Z ( w )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

p ←— OpName ( j )  =̂ q←— OpName( k ) =̂
BEGIN BEGIN

T ( v , j , p ) U ( w , k , q )
LVAR LVAR

A B
WITHIN WITHIN

P ( i , j , u , v , A ) Q ( j , k , v , w , B )
CONCEDES CONCEDES

C ( u , v , o , p , A ) D ( v , w , p , q , B )
NEVERTHELESS NEVERTHELESS

V ( u , v , o , p , A ) W ( v , w , p , q , B )
END END

END END (6.1)

There are the usual machine POs forO which we will not discuss. The retrenchmen
initialisation PO reads:

[ Z(w) ] ¬ [ Y(v) ] ¬ H(v, w) (6.2)
14
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and the retrenchment operation PO is:

(J(v) ∧ H(v, w) ∧ K(w)) ∧ (trm(U(w, k, q)) ∧ Q(j, k, v, w, B))
⇒

trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ [ U(w, k, q) ] ¬ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬
((H(v, w) ∨ D(v, w, p, q, B)) ∧ W(v, w, p, q, B)) (6.3)

Now we address the composition, starting with the composed initialisation PO. S
poseZ(w) initialises the variablew to the valuew0 ∈ W . By (6.2) there is av0 ∈ V
which Y(v) can initialise the variablev to, such thatH(v0, w0) holds, where we abuse
notation by writingH(v0, w0) for the value of the predicateH(v, w) in a valuation in
whichv is mapped tov0 , andw is mapped tow0 (we will persist in such notational abuse
for the rest of the paper). Moreover by (3.3),J(v0) holds. Applying the same reasoning
to v0 and (3.6), we deduce the existence of au0 such thatG(u0, v0) holds. Sincew0 was
an arbitrary initialisation ofw , we deduce that:

[ Z(w) ] ¬ [ X(u) ] ¬ (∃ v • G(u, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w)) (6.4)

The purpose of including the termJ(v) in the composed retrieve relation will becom
clear when we consider the composed retrenchment operation PO. For this let (3.7
(6.3) hold. Suppose for some valuesu0 ∈ U , i0 ∈ I , w0 ∈ W , k0 ∈ K , q0 ∈ Q , andB0
, we have:

I(u0) ∧ K(w0) ∧ trm(U(w0, k0, q0)) ∧
(∃ v, j, A • G(u0, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w0) ∧
 P(i0, j, u0, v, A) ∧ Q(j, k0, v, w0, B0)) (6.5)

Let v0 ∈ V , j0 ∈ J , andA0 witness the existential quantification. Then from (6.3) w
deduce thattrm(T(v0, j0, p0)) holds for a suitablep0 ∈ P 5. Using this and (3.7), we
repeat the argument and get:

trm(S(u0, i0, o0)) (6.6)

for a suitableo0 ∈ O .

Now (3.7) and (6.3) promise us for each concrete step an abstract step that estab
a particular predicate in the after-states of abstract and concrete variables. Suppos
thatw0 -(k0, U, q0)-› w0′ is a step ofU(w0, k0, q0) , and letv0 -(j0, T, p0)-› v0′ be a cor-
responding step ofT(v0, j0, p0) by (6.3). From this, and the machine invariant PO forN
(which contributes theJ(v0′) ) we know that:

J(v0′) ∧ ((H(v0′, w0′) ∨ D(v0′, w0′, p0, q0, B0)) ∧
 W(v0′, w0′, p0, q0, B0)) (6.7)

holds in the after-state.

Also letu0 -(i0, S, o0)-› u0′ be a step ofS(u0, i0, o0) corresponding tov0 -(j0, T, p0)-› v0′
by (3.7).  Then this and the machine invariant PO forN again give us:

J(v0′) ∧ ((G(u0′, v0′) ∨ C(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0)) ∧
 V(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0)) (6.8)

5. Note that althoughT(v0, j0, p0) indeed produces ap0 , trm(T(v0, j0, p0)) is a property of
v0 andj0 only, in conformance with the formaltrm predicate. Similarly for the othertrm
properties in the current discourse.
15
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in the after-state.  Collecting (6.6)-(6.8) we have proved:

trm(S(u0, i0, o0)) ∧ J(v0′) ∧
((H(v0′, w0′) ∨ D(v0′, w0′, p0, q0, B0)) ∧
W(v0′, w0′, p0, q0, B0)) ∧

((G(u0′, v0′) ∨ C(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0)) ∧
V(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0)) (6.9)

Noting thatu0 , i0 , w0 , k0 , q0 , andB0 were arbitrary, whileo0 , v0 , j0 , p0 , andA0 were
contingent on them, and noting that we have bothtrm(U(w, k, q)) andtrm(S(u, i, o)) ,
allows us by Theorem 5.1 to write:

I(u) ∧ K(w) ∧ trm(U(w, k, q)) ∧
(∃ v , j , A • G(u, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w) ∧
 P(i, j, u, v, A) ∧ Q(j, k, v, w, B))

⇒
trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ U(w, k, q) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬

{ ∃ v, p, A • J(v) ∧
((H(v, w) ∨ D(v, w, p, q, B)) ∧ W(v, w, p, q, B)) ∧
((G(u, v) ∨ C(u, v, o, p, A)) ∧ V(u, v, o, p, A))} (6.10)

Now we rearrange the antecedent a little, rearrange the formula established in the
sequent using the distributive laws, weaken the result of that by distributing the exis
tial quantifiers over a conjunction, and weaken the result of that by dropping someJ(v)
conjuncts and unused existential quantifiers to get6:

(I(u) ∧ (∃ v • G(u, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w)) ∧ K(w)) ∧
(trm(U(w, k, q)) ∧ (∃ v, j, A • G(u, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w) ∧
  P(i, j, u, v, A) ∧ Q(j, k, v, w, B)))

⇒
trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ U(w, k, q) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬

({( ∃ v • (G(u, v) ∧ J(v) ∧ H(v, w))) ∨
    (∃ v, p, A •

   (G(u, v) ∧ D(v, w, p, q, B)) ∨
   (C(u, v, o, p, A) ∧ H(v, w)) ∨
   (C(u, v, o, p, A) ∧ D(v, w, p, q, B)))

  } ∧ (∃ v, p, A • V(u, v, o, p, A) ∧ W(v, w, p, q, B))) (6.11)

This is now in the right shape to be interpreted as a retrenchment operation PO.
the following definition is sound.

Definition 6.1 Let M(a) be retrenched toN(b) as in (3.1), and letN(b) be retrenched
to O(c) as in (6.1). Then the composition of these two retrenchments is the retre
ment:

MACHINE O ( c )
RETRENCHES M
VARIABLES w
INVARIANT K ( w )

6. In deriving this we made use of the monotonicity law[U(w)]¬[S(u)]¬(∃v•(F1∧F2)) ⇒
[U(w)]¬[S(u)]¬(∃v•F1∧∃v•F2) .
16
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RETRIEVES (∃ v • G ( u , v ) ∧ J ( v ) ∧ H ( v , w ) )
INITIALISATION Z ( w )
OPERATIONS

q←— OpName( k ) =̂
BEGIN

U ( w , k , q )
LVAR

B
WITHIN

( ∃ v , j , A • G ( u , v ) ∧ J ( v ) ∧ H ( v , w ) ∧
P ( i , j , u , v , A ) ∧ Q ( j , k , v , w , B ) )

CONCEDES
( ∃ v , p , A •

( G ( u , v ) ∧ D ( v , w , p , q , B ) ) ∨
( C ( u , v , o , p , A ) ∧ H ( v , w ) ) ∨
( C ( u , v , o , p , A ) ∧ D ( v , w , p , q , B ) ) )

NEVERTHLESS
( ∃ v , p , A • V ( u , v , o , p , A ) ∧ W ( v , w , p , q , B ) )

END
END (6.12)

We see that includingJ(v) in the composed retrieve relation is in fact forced by its pre
ence in the antecedents of (3.7) and (6.3). We discarded theJ(v) in the composed CON-
CEDES clause to avoid excessive clutter, and to avoid wasted work on the part of
of composed retrenchments. Specifically, sinceJ holds for all values ofv that allow us
to contemplate the composition anyway, its inclusion several times in the CONCE
clause would be tantamount to forcing designers using retrenchment to reproveJ un-
necessarily several times over. The omission of theseJ(v) terms leads to a weak form
of associativity.

Proposition 6.2 Up to viewing formulae modulo tautology, and up to discarding inte
mediate machine invariants from the CONCEDES clause, the law of compositio
Definition 6.1 is associative.

7 Refinement as Retrenchment

In this section we will examine how refinement can be viewed as a special case o
trenchment. There are two scenarios in which it makes sense to examine this issue
first is when refinement is viewed as a relation between machines. This is essenti
categorical perspective in which machines are objects and refinements are arrow
to certain syntactic equivalences), and is very similar to the perspective that origin
spawned the idea of retrenchment. The second scenario is the more traditional B
spective, in which the REFINEMENT is emphatically subordinate to a more abst
MACHINE construct. The theories of these two scenarios are subtly different bec
the latter requires the construction of the refining machine explicitly. Fortunately
is a standard job.
17
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7.1    Refinement as Relation Between Machines

To permit refinement to become a relation between machines we bend the syntax
refinement a little in this section so that the retrieve relation appears separately,
retrenchment.  For example:

MACHINE M ( a ) MACHINE N
REFINES M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ o←— OpName( i ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) T ( v , i , o )

END END (7.1)

In this scenario we will have the usual machine POs forM andN , and the semantics of
refinement is captured by firstly the refinement initialisation PO:

[ Y(v) ] ¬ [ X(u) ] ¬ G(u, v) (7.2)

and secondly the refinement PO for operations:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o))
⇒

trm(T(v, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, i, o) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬ G(u, v) (7.3)

While (7.2) is identical to the retrenchment initialisation PO, (7.3) is not. However fr
(7.3) we can easily derive:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(T(v, i, o)) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o)))
⇒

trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, i, o) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
((G(u, v) ∨ false) ∧ true) (7.4)

from which we deduce:

Proposition 7.1 Let (7.1) be a refinement between machines. Then (7.5) is a retre
ment.

MACHINE M ( a ) MACHINE N
RETRENCHES M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ o←— OpName( i ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ( v , i , o )
WITHIN

trm( S ( u , i , o ) )
CONCEDES
18
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true
END

END (7.5)

7.2    B Refinement as Retrenchment

In this section we will treat standard B refinement characterised by the REFINEME
construct, which as [Abrial (1996a)] p. 524ff. puts it, describes an addition or “diff
ential” to a previously given abstract machine. Suppose that we have the followin
refinement:

MACHINE M ( a ) REFINEMENT N
REFINES M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ o←— OpName( i ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) T ( v , i , o )

END END (7.6)

Following [Abrial (1996a)], the truth of the usual refinement POs corresponds to
consistency of a machine as follows:

MACHINE N
VARIABLES v
INVARIANT ( ∃ u • I ( u ) ∧ J ( u , v ) )
INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS

o←— OpName( i ) =̂
T ∃S ( v , i , o )

END (7.7)

whereT ∃Sis the generalised substitution:

T ∃S ( v , i , o ) ≡ PRE
( ∃ u • I ( u ) ∧ J ( u , v ) ∧ trm( S ( u , i , o ) ) )

THEN
T ( v , i , o )

END (7.8)

for which the termination predicate is:

trm(T ∃S(v, i, o))  =  (∃ u • I(u) ∧ J(u, v) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o))) ∧ trm(T(v, i, o)) (7.9)

Refering to this machine we claim that the following is a valid retrenchment:

MACHINE M ( a ) MACHINE N
RETRENCHES M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT ( ∃ u • I ( u ) ∧

J ( u , v ) )
19
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RETRIEVES J ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ o←— OpName( i ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ∃S ( v , i , o )
WITHIN

trm( S ( u , i , o ) )
CONCEDES

false
NEVERTHLESS

true
END

END (7.10)

To be sure of this we need to check that the refinement POs for the given refine
imply the retrenchment proof obligations for the stated retrenchment. Mostly th
easy.

Since the underlying machineN of the retrenchment is the same as (7.7), we do not ne
to establish its consistency separately, relying on [Abrial (1996a)]. Likewise the
trenchment initialisation PO is the same as the refinement one, as in the previou
tion.  We turn our attention to the operation PO.

We know that the refinement proof obligation holds:

(I(u) ∧ J(u, v)) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o))
⇒ trm(T(v, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, i, o) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬ J(u, v) (7.11)

Discardingtrm(T(v, i, o)) from the consequent, and strengthening the antecedents
lows us to write:

(I(u) ∧ J(u, v) ∧ (∃ u • I(u) ∧ J(u, v))) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧
(∃ u • I(u) ∧ J(u, v) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o))) ∧ trm(T(v, i, o))

⇒ trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, i, o) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬ J(u, v) (7.12)

or, noting that we can replaceT by T ∃S in the consequent as the strengthened antec
ents ensure that the strongertrm predicate ofT ∃S holds, we write:

(I(u) ∧ J(u, v) ∧ (∃ u • I(u) ∧ J(u, v))) ∧ (trm(T ∃S(v, i, o)) ∧ trm(S(u, i, o)))
⇒

trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T ∃S(v, i, o) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
((J(u, v) ∨ false) ∧ true) (7.13)

So we conclude:

Proposition 7.2   Let (7.6) be a B refinement.  Then (7.10) is a retrenchment.

8 Modulated Refinement, Stepwise and Strong Simulation

We now embark on studying the converse of the preceding problem, i.e. we ask to
extent can a retrenchment be regarded as providing a refinement? For this we n
enrich our notion of refinement, since retrenchment allows different I/O signature
20
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the two levels of abstraction. To cope with this we introduce the notion of modula
refinement.  For concreteness’ sake we propose a B syntax.

MACHINE M ( a ) MACHINE N ( b )
MODREF M

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ p←— OpName( j ) =̂
S ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ( v , j , p )
WITHIN

P ( i , j , u , v )
NEVERTHELESS

V ( u , v , o , p )
END

END (8.1)

Note that this captures a picture of modulated refinement as “relation between
chines” rather than as “differential”. We do not pursue the latter aspect further in
paper; the relevant results can be recovered routinely as was done in the previou
tion. In fact the above syntax will serve for two slightly different notions of modulat
refinement,normalandinvertedto be introduced shortly. The noteworthy points in th
syntax are the MODREF keyword and the WITHIN and NEVERTHELESS clauses,
purpose of which is, on a per operation basis, to express how the abstract and co
inputs and outputs enhance the retrieve relation. This is seen clearly in the proof
gations. For the moment we will study normal modulated refinement. Let the se
operation names ofM (andN ) beOps .

Aside from the usual machine POs forM andN , the semantics of normal modulated
refinement is captured by the POs.  Firstly for initialisation:

[ Y(v) ] ¬ [ X(u) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im • Pm(im, jm, u, v))) (8.2)

Next the PO for operations, which for a typical operation reads:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ P(i, j, u, v))
⇒

trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ V(u, v, o, p)) (8.3)

and lastly the operation compatibility PO, which for a typical operationn reads:

G(u, v) ∧ Vn(u, v, on, pn) ⇒ (∀ jm ∃ im • Pm(im, jm, u, v)) (8.4)

The role of the operation compatibility PO is to ensure that the result of one step ca
prevent any next step purely because of the relationship between abstract and co
I/Os and states. Normal modulated refinement is intended for situations where a d
opment step mixes I/O and state aspects of a system, but otherwise preserves in
tion content. A special case arises when only the I/O representation is being cha

m ∈ Ops
∧

m ∈ Ops
∧
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as in [Hayes and Sanders (1995)]. Unsurprisingly, normal modulated refinemen
special case of retrenchment.

Proposition 8.1 Let (8.1) be a normal modulated refinement. ThenM is retrenched to
N via retrieve relationG(u, v) provided each operationOpName, with signatureo ←—
OpName( i ) , and defined by generalised substitutionS(u, i, o) in M , and with signature
p ←— OpName( j ) , and defined by generalised substitutionT(v, j, p) in N , is equipped
in N with the ramification WITHINtrm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ P(i, j, u, v) CONCEDESfalse
NEVERTHELESSV(u, v, o, p) .

The main reason for studying normal modulated refinement is that it posesses the
ral analogue of the simulation property so characteristic of (normal) refinement.
some notation and definitions.

We will write operations ofN asn ≡ (Tn, Pn, Vn) , setting outn’s components, and sim-
ilarly for M . To discuss simulation formally we will consider execution sequences
steps ofN and corresponding ones ofM . We write such a typical execution sequenc
of N asT ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] , where thevr are successive states
and the -(jr, mr, pr+1)-› specify the input, operation name and output for success
steps. Here steps are defined formally as in Section 5 by thestp predicate andsrl rela-
tion, and we will usually find it convenient to quote operation names rather than ge
alised substitutions. Similarly forM . When discussing properties of these sequenc
we will write last(T ) to denote the index of the last state mentioned inT , and we will
write r ∈ dom•(T ) to meanr ∈ [0 … last(T ) – 1] if T is finite, andr ∈ NAT otherwise.
Similarly for sequences of any type.

Definition 8.2 Let (8.1) be a (normal or inverted) modulated refinement. SupposeT ≡
[ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] is a concrete execution sequence, and thatS ≡
[ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] is an abstract execution sequence. ThenS is
a stepwise simulation ofT iff G(u0, v0) holds, dom(T ) = dom(S) , and for allr ∈
dom•(T ) :

G(ur, vr) ∧ Pmr
(ir, jr, ur, vr) ∧

G(ur+1, vr+1) ∧ Vmr
(ur+1, vr+1, or+1, pr+1) (8.5)

Definition 8.3 Let (8.1) be a (normal or inverted) modulated refinement. SupposeT ≡
[ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] is a concrete execution sequence, with s
quence of invoked operation namesms≡ [ m0, m1 … ] . We define the abstracttrmP
predicates and associatedpreP sets (with respect toT ) thus, whereSmr

is the body of
operationmr in M :

trmPM,r,r  = true
… … …

trmPM,r,s  = Pmr
(ir, jr, u, vr) ∧ [ Smr

 ] trmPM,r+1,s (8.6)

(wherer < s ∈ dom(T ) ), and for finiteT  with last(T ) = size(ms) = z :

prePM,ms  =  {(u0, i0, i1 … iz–1) ∈ U × I0 × I1 … × Iz–1 | trmPM,0,z} (8.7)

Note that these objects depend not only on abstract states and abstract inputs, but
also on the concrete states and inputs appearing inT . We can now prove the following.

Theorem 8.4 Let (8.1) describe a normal modulated refinement where the comm
set of operation names isOps . Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] ,
22
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with sequence of invoked operation namesms≡ [ m0, m1 … ] , be a finite execution se-
quence ofN . Suppose there is a (u0, i0 … ) ∈ prePM,mssuch thatu0 also witnesses the
initialisation PO (8.2). Then there is a stepwise simulationS ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -
(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] of T  .

Proof. Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 … ] be as given. If dom(T ) = {0} , then the hy-
pothesisedu0 is all we need, asG(u0, v0) holds. Otherwise we construct a correspon
ing S ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 … ] by an induction on dom•(T ) .

For r = 0 , we knowfrom the hypotheses that a (u0, i0 … ) ∈ prePM,msexists such that
G(u0, v0) holds. SincetrmPM,0,size(ms)(u0, i0 … ) ⇒ trm(Sm0

)(u0, i0) , we have that
trm(Sm0

)(u0, i0) ∧ Pm0
(i0, j0, u0, v0) ∧ G(u0, v0) . From the initialisation POs forM and

N we know thatI(u0) andJ(v0) hold. So we have the antecedents of the normal mod
lated refinement PO for operations, which from the stepv0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 of T , yields
a step ofM , u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 , such thatG(u1, v1) ∧ Vm0

(u1, v1, o1, p1) holds. So we
have as required:

G(u0, v0) ∧ Pm0
(i0, j0, u0, v0) ∧ G(u1, v1) ∧ Vm0

(u1, v1, o1, p1)

Since (u0, i0 … ) ∈ prePM,mswe conclude that there is a (u1, i1 … ) ∈ prePM,tail(ms) ,
and we also have the machine invariantsI(u1) andJ(v1) .

For the inductive step, supposeS has been constructed as far as ther’th step. Then we
have the machine invariantsI(ur) andJ(vr) , and we also have7 G(ur, vr) ∧ (ur, ir … ) ∈
prePM,ms↓r .  This enables us to perform the inductive step as above.

We cannot extend the above strategy to the case of infiniteT as the predicatetrmPM,0,r
does not behave well asr grows without bound: not only does theu aspect of the pred-
icate accumulate “at the front” of the predicate, but we also have an unbounded nu
of input variables to contend with. These problems require extra hypotheses and
ferent strategy.

Definition 8.5 Let (8.1) be a (normal or inverted) modulated refinement. SupposeT ≡
[ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] is a(n infinite) concrete execution sequenc
Let

NUI
r  = | {(u, i) ∈ U × Ir | G(u, vr) ∧ trm(Smr

)(u, i) ∧ Pmr
(i, jr, u, vr)} |

We say thatT  is retrieve bounded iff:

∀ r ∈ dom•(T ) • NUI
r < ∞ (8.8)

Note that retrieve boundedness is inspired by the same thought as internal continu
[Jonsson (1991)] and finite invisible nondeterminism in [Abadi and Lamport (1991

Theorem 8.6 Let (8.1) describe a normal modulated refinement where the comm
set of operation names isOps . Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] ,
with sequence of invoked operation namesms≡ [ m0, m1 … ] , be an infinite execution
sequence ofN . SupposeT is retrieve bounded. Suppose moreover for eachr , that
there is a (u0, i0 … ) ∈ prePM,ms↑r such thatu0 also witnesses the initialisation PO (8.2)
Then there is a stepwise simulationS ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] of T .

7. For a sequencems, ms↑r is the firstr elements ofms, andms↓r is all except the firstr
elements ofms, wherer refers specifically to cardinality rather than to absolute index va
ues for dom(ms) .
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Proof. LetT ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 … ] be as given. We show there is a correspondin
S ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 … ] as follows. We know that each finite prefix ofT can be
stepwise simulated because of Theorem 8.4. These finite simulations can be arr
into a tree thus: the root is a special node at level –1 ; the nodes at levelr are (u, i) pairs
such thatG(u, vr) ∧ trm(Smr

)(u, i) ∧ Pmr
(i, jr, u, vr) holds; and there is an edge of th

tree from (ur, ir) at levelr to (ur+1, ir+1) at levelr+1 iff there is a simulation of a finite
prefix of T with ur -(ir, mr, or+1)-› ur+1 as final step (also there are edges from the ro
to all level 0 nodes). Because there are infinitely many finite simulations the tree i
finite, and by retrieve boundedness each of its levels is finite. By König’s Lemma,
tree has an infinite branch, which corresponds to a stepwise simulationS of T  .

Now we introduce inverted modulated refinement. The only difference compare
normal modulated refinement is that instead of (8.3), the operation PO for inverted m
ulated refinement reads:

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ P(i, j, u, v))
⇒

trm(S(u, i, o)) ∧ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ V(u, v, o, p)) (8.9)

Note the inverted roles of thetrm predicates.  Evidently:

Proposition 8.7 Let (8.1) be an inverted modulated refinement. ThenM is retrenched
to N via retrieve relationG(u, v) provided each operationOpName, with signatureo
←— OpName( i ) , and defined by generalised substitutionS(u, i, o) in M , and with
signaturep ←— OpName( j ) , and defined by generalised substitutionT(v, j, p) in N ,
is equipped inN with the ramification WITHINP(i, j, u, v) CONCEDESfalse NEV-
ERTHELESSV(u, v, o, p) .

Definition 8.8 Let S ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] be an execution se-
quence ofM with sequence of operation namesms≡ [ m0, m1 … ] . We sayS is trm-
safe iff for allr ∈ dom•(S) , trm(Smr

)(ur, ir) holds.

Note that with our formal definition of execution steps, all execution sequences aretrm-
safe, but this is not necessarily true in a partial correctness setting. We mentiontrm-
safety below to emphasise when we are going to make use of the termination prop
of a hypothesised execution sequence in an essential way.

Theorem 8.9 Let (8.1) describe an inverted modulated refinement where the comm
set of operation names isOps . Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] be
a trm-safe execution sequence ofN . Then there is a stepwise simulationS ≡ [ u0 -(i0,
m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] of T  .

Proof. Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 … ] be an execution sequence ofN . The dom(T )
= {0} case is as in Theorem 8.4.  Otherwise we go by induction on dom•(T ) .

For r = 0 , we knowthat for the givenv0 andj0 from T , (8.2) holds. So for them0 from
T we can find ani0 such thatG(u0, v0) ∧ Pm0

(i0, j0, u0, v0) holds. NowT is trm-safe
sotrm(Tm0

)(v0, j0) holds. Also the initialisation POs forM andN yield I(u0) andJ(v0) .
Thus the operation PO (8.9), yields a step ofM , u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 such thatG(u1, v1)
∧ Vm0

(u1, v1, o1, p1) holds.  So:

G(u0, v0) ∧ Pm0
(i0, j0, u0, v0) ∧ G(u1, v1) ∧ Vm0

(u1, v1, o1, p1)
24
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For the inductive step, supposeS has been constructed as far as ther’th step. Then we
haveI(ur) , J(vr) , andG(ur, vr) ∧ Vmr–1

(ur, vr, or, pr) ∧ trm(Tmr
)(vr, jr) . From the op-

eration compatibility PO (8.4), we can infer that for thejr andmr given byT , we can
find anir such thatPmr

(ir, jr, ur, vr) holds. And this is enough to complete the inductiv
step as before.

We can see clearly why we need different termination assumptions in Theorems
and 8.9. In the latter, we need a termination assumption about the steps ofT , a given
execution sequence, to be able to exploit the operation PO. Postulating the indiv
concrete steps to each be within their individualtrm predicates is thus sufficient. In the
former, we need a termination assumption about the steps ofS , an execution sequence
yet to be constructed. Therefore stronger assumptions are needed before the re
operation PO can be used.

Theorem 8.9 can be understood as establishing a strong simulation in the automa
oretic sense, an intrinsically more local concept than the property in Theorem 8.4

Definition 8.10 Let U andV be sets (of states), and letU0 ⊆ U andV0 ⊆ V be subsets
(of initial states). LetLU andLV be sets (of transition labels). LetU0 andTU ⊆ U × LU
× U be a transition system onU , andV0 andTV ⊆ V × LV × V be a transition system
onV .  A pair of relations

( ΘS : U ↔ V , ΘL : LU ↔ LV )

is called a strong simulation fromTV to TU iff:

v0 ∈ V0 ⇒ ∃ u0 ∈ U0 • u0 ΘS v0 (8.10)

and for allu , v :

u ΘS v ∧ v -µ-› v′ ∈ TV ⇒
∃ u′ ∈ U , λ ∈ LU • u′ ΘS v′ ∧ λ ΘL µ ∧ u -λ-› u′ ∈ TU (8.11)

Note that Definition 8.10 differs slightly from the conventional notion of strong sim
lation insofar as initial states ofN are not required to relate viaΘS solelyto initial states
of M . Evidently this is for easier comparison with the initialisations arising from
finements and retrenchments.

Definition 8.11 Let M be a machine with operation names setOps . Then thetrm-
safe reachable transition systemTs

M associated toM is the initial state setUs
0 and subset

Ts
M of Us× LM × Us where:

(1) LM  =  {(i, m, o) ∈ I × Ops × O}
(2) Us  =  {u ∈ U | there is atrm-safe execution sequence ofM with u as final state}
(3) Us

0  =  {u0 ∈ Us | u0 is an initial state ofM}
(4) Ts

M  =  {u -(i, m, o)-› u′ | there is atrm-safe execution sequence ofM
     withu -(i, m, o)-› u′ as final step}

Theorem 8.12 Let (8.1) describe an inverted modulated refinement where the comm
set of operation names isOps . Then there is a strong simulation from thetrm-safe
reachable transition systemTs

N of N to thetrm-safe reachable transition systemTs
M of

M .

Proof.  We define a strong simulation (ΘS, ΘL) as follows:

ΘS  =  {(u, v) ∈ Us× Vs | G(u, v) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im • Pm(im, jm, u, v))} (8.12)
m ∈ Ops
∧
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ΘL  =  {((i, m, o), (j, m, p)) ∈ (I × Ops × O) × (J × Ops × P) |
(∃ u, v • Pm(i, j, u, v)) ∧ (∃ u, v • Vm(u, v, o, p))} (8.13)

Showing that this constitutes a strong simulation is a matter of routinely reworking
details of the proof of Theorem 8.9.

We note that a strong simulation relates states to states, and transition labels to tran
labels, essentially independently. In the case of Theorem 8.4, the properties dem
of abstract states at the beginning and end of a transitionu -(i, m, o)-› u′ , specifically
that (u, i … ) ∈ prePM,m→msand (u′ … ) ∈ prePM,ms, depend onmandms; in partic-
ular a step ofM is not guaranteed to reestablish in the after-state, the condition assu
in the before-state, a prerequisite for the successful formulation of separate relatioΘS
andΘL . At least this is the case for the notion of (automata theoretic) state that we
working with in this paper, i.e. where the automata theoretic state is the same stat
appears in the machines of interest.

There are other possibilities. If we permitted the incorporation of history informat
in our notion of automata theoretic state (as is done in eg. [Abadi and Lamport (19
Jonsson (1989, 1991), Lynch (1989), Merritt (1989)]), a notion of strong simulat
could be set up for Theorem 8.4, but the identity of notion of state that we are tryin
maintain would be lost. So there is no precise analogue of Theorem 8.12 for this c

The preceding results have set out a path from normal modulated refinement w
yields a conventional notion of refinement, to inverted modulated refinement wh
yields a conventional notion of strong simulation. All these notions generate preor
on machines; for normal refinement and strong simulation the preorder propertie
essentially standard results, and for inverted refinement the preorder property can
natively be infered fom Section 6.

Which notion is most appropriate at any juncture depends very much on circumsta
Conventional refinement is used when we care that the concrete system can prov
implementation at any point that the abstract system can define a step, but we don
how any abstract nondeterminism is resolved — hence the appearance of the ab
trm predicate in the antecedents, and the relative order of the quantifiers in the ste
lation in the operation PO. By contrast, the inverted viewpoint is more appropr
when we wish to view the abstract system as a guide to understanding the concret
tem — here we do not insist that the concrete system implements the abstract on
stead it is the places where the concrete system is able to provide a step that we w
relate to the abstract world. Hence the position of the concretetrm predicate in the in-
verted operation PO, and the same relative order of the quantifiers in the step relat
the operation PO. Still it would be fair to say that the inverted viewpoint really com
into its own only in the more widely drawn arena of retrenchment.

It is interesting to note that only the inverted case supports a “proper” notion of sim
tion. In contrast, in normal refinement, the roles of “simulator” and “simulatee” are
quisitely confused; the abstract system says (via thetrm predicate)whena step must
exist and demands that the concrete system complies, while the concrete system
(via the step relation)howa step can be performed and demands that the abstract sy
simulates it. It is noteworthy that many papers on refinement speak casually abo
simulation properties but without exploring this point fully. Since refinement is (
most) invariably discussed in a single step context, the sequence-dependent sub
easily escape attention.
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9 Retrenchment and Stepwise Simulation

For the rest of the paper we investigate the simulation and modulated refinement
erties of the full retrenchment framework. In general we need to distinguishOpsM , the
operation names at the abstract level, fromOpsN the operation names at the concre
level, whereOpsM ⊆ OpsN . First we say what we mean by stepwise simulation in th
wider setting.

Definition 9.1 Let (3.1) be a retrenchment. Suppose thatT ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -
(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] is an execution sequence ofN , and thatS ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -
(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] is an execution sequence ofM , where [m0, m1, … ] is a sequence
overOpsM . ThenS is a stepwise simulation ofT iff G(u0, v0) holds, and for allr ∈
dom•(T ) there is anAr such that:

G(ur, vr) ∧ Pmr
(ir, jr, ur, vr, Ar) ∧

(G(ur+1, vr+1) ∨ Cmr
(ur+1, vr+1, or+1, pr+1, Ar)) ∧

Vmr
(ur+1, vr+1, or+1, pr+1, Ar) (9.1)

Because of the flexibility of the retrenchment notion it is clearly futile to expect that
arbitrary retrenchment will yield either a modulated refinement, or a stepwise sim
tion for an arbitrarily chosen concrete execution sequence. The next three section
devoted to examining various sets of sufficient conditions, which when imposed on
of the basic retrenchment framework, cause some or all of these or similar propert
hold.

10 ¬C Retrenchment

The basic idea of¬C retrenchment is that the NEVERTHLESS clause is strong enou
to deny the potentially deleterious effects for stepwise simulation of the CONCED
clause (and, by the way, to ensure that the WITHIN clauses of subsequent opera
are satisfiable). As a consequence, almost all the characteristic phenomena of ret
ment are suppressed, and¬C retrenchments are almost indistinguishable from mod
lated refinements. This makes them less useful in practical applications, but
extreme resemblance to modulated refinements ensures that a rich collection of th
ical properties can be demonstrated in a relatively general way. If nothing else, t
provide a reference point against which weaker special cases can be compared.

Definition 10.1 For a retrenchment like (3.1), suppose the joint initialisation establi
es:

(G(u0, v0) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u0, v0, Am))) (10.1)

and suppose that eachOpsM operationn ≡ (Tn, An, Pn, Cn, Vn) of N satisfies the opera-
tion compatibility PO:

Vn(u, v, o, p, B)
⇒

(¬Cn(u, v, o, p, B) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am))) (10.2)

then we say that the retrenchment is a¬C retrenchment.

Theorem 10.2 Let (3.1) describe a¬C retrenchment where the set of abstract ope
tion names isOpsM . Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] be atrm-safe
execution sequence ofN . Suppose that the sequence of invoked operation namesms≡

m ∈ OpsM
∧

m ∈ OpsM
∧
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[ m0, m1 … ] is anOpsM sequence. Then there is a stepwise simulationS ≡ [ u0 -(i0,
m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] of T  .

Proof. This is very similar to Theorem 8.9. We redo just the heart of the inductive s
So supposeS has been constructed as far as ther’th step so that we have (G(ur, vr) ∨
Cmr–1

(ur, vr, or, pr, Ar–1)) ∧ Vmr–1
(ur, vr, or, pr, Ar–1) . Since we haveVmr–1

(ur, vr, or, pr,
Ar–1) , (10.2) permits us to infer that for thejr andmr given byT , we can find anir and
Ar such that¬Cmr–1

(ur, vr, or, pr, Ar–1) ∧ Pmr
(ir, jr, ur, vr, Ar) holds. Conjoining these,

then simplifying and weakening the result, shows thatG(ur, vr) ∧ Pmr
(ir, jr, ur, vr, Ar) is

true.  This is enough to complete the inductive step as before.

In order to bring out the strong simulation result analogous to Theorem 8.12 for¬C re-
trenchment we need a little more notation.

Definition 10.3 Let M andN be machines with operation name setsOpsM andOpsN .
The M-restrictedtrm-safe reachable transition system ofN (whose states are solely
those reachable bytrm-safe sequences of operations with names inOpsM ) is defined
by setting:

(1) LNM
  =  {(j, m, p) ∈ J × OpsM × P}

(2) Vs
M  =  {v ∈ V | there is atrm-safe execution sequence ofN consisting

      solely ofOpsM operations, withv as final state}
(3) Vs

M0  =  {v0 ∈ Vs
M | v0 is an initial state ofN}

(4) Ts
NM

  =  {v -(j, m, p)-› v′ | there is atrm-safe execution sequence ofN
      consisting solely ofOpsM operations, with

v -(j, m, p)-› v′ as final step}

Theorem 10.4 Let (3.1) describe a¬C retrenchment where the set of abstract ope
tion names isOpsM . Then there is a strong simulation from theM-restrictedtrm-safe
reachable transition systemTs

NM
of N to thetrm-safe reachable transition systemTs

M
of M .

Proof. We define a strong simulation (ΘS, ΘL) as follows, after which the details are
routine.

ΘS = {(u, v) ∈ Us× Vs
M | G(u, v) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am))}

ΘL  =  {((i, m, o), (j, m, p)) ∈ (I × OpsM × O) × (J × OpsM × P) |
(∃ A • (∃ u, v • Pm(i, j, u, v, A)) ∧ (∃ u, v • Vm(u, v, o, p, A)))}

¬C retrenchment is sufficiently strong to yield a notion of modulated refinement. H
and in similar results below we disregard any operation ofN not inOpsM of course. We
present a number of closely related results. For the first of these we give a full p
the other cases following easily.

Theorem 10.5 Let (3.1) describe a¬C retrenchment where the set of abstract ope
tion names isOpsM .  Then the following is a normal modulated refinement:

MACHINE M ∀T ( a ) MACHINE N ∃A ( b )
MODREF M ∀T

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )

m ∈ OpsM
∧
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INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ p←— OpName( j ) =̂
S∀T ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ( v , j , p )
WITHIN

P ∃A ( i , j , u , v )
NEVERTHELESS

V ∃A ( u , v , o , p )
END

END (10.3)

where:

S∀T ( u , i , o ) ≡ PRE
( ∀ v , j • I ( u ) ∧ G ( u , v ) ∧ J ( v ) ∧ trm( S ( u , i , o ) )

⇒ trm( T ( v , j , p ) ) )
THEN

S ( u , i , o )
END (10.4)

P ∃A ( i , j , u , v ) ≡  ( ∃ A • P ( i , j , u , v , A ) ) (10.5)

V ∃A ( u , v , o , p ) ≡  ( ∃ A • V ( u , v , o , p , A ) ) (10.6)

Proof. SinceM ∀T is a fresh machine, we must check its consistency. The initialisat
PO is as forM . And the operation consistency PO,I ∧ trm(S∀T) ⇒ [ S∀T ] I , follows
since8 for anyΦ , trm(Φ|S) ⇔ Φ ∧ trm(S) , and [Φ|S] I ⇔ Φ ∧ [ S] I . For the rest of
this proof, letΦ refer specifically to the PRE clause (∀v, j • I(u) … trm(T(v, j, p))) in-
troduced in (10.4) above.

We can now check that the POs of the¬C retrenchment imply those of the refinemen
For the initialisation PO, reinterpreting the∃A in (10.1), yields (8.2) withPm

∃A replac-
ing thePm . Likewise for the operation compatibility PO, weakening, and reinterpret
the∃A in (10.2), yields (8.4) withPm

∃Aagain replacing thePm .

For the operation PO we need to show that for all members ofOpsM :

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(S∀T(u, i, o)) ∧ P ∃A(i, j, u, v))
⇒

trm(T(v, j, p)) ∧ [ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S∀T(u, i, o) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ V ∃A(u, v, o, p)) (10.7)

knowing that (3.7) and (10.2) hold. So let us hypothesise the antecedents of (1
These contain the ingredients of an application of generalised modus ponens,
which we can infertrm(T(v, j, p)) , as required in the consequent of (10.7); also throu
foresight, we addtrm(T(v, j, p)) to the hypotheses. Now since we assumeP ∃A(i, j, u,
v) , we can inferP(i, j, u, v, A) for someA , and we add thisP(i, j, u, v, A) to the hypoth-
eses. At this point the hypotheses contain the antecedents of (3.7), so we infer in
ticular that

8. Φ|S is the substitutionS preconditioned byΦ , soΦ|S is also PREΦ THEN S END .
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[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S(u, i, o) ] ¬
((G(u, v) ∨ C(u, v, o, p, A)) ∧ V(u, v, o, p, A))

Next we use the normal form for generalised substitutions from Section 5. Apply
this to bothT andS , and pushing thev, p substitution to the right we get:

trm(T) ∧ (∀v∼p∼ • stp(T) ⇒ ¬ (trm(S) ∧ (∀u∼o∼ • stp(S) ⇒ … …)))

We lose nothing by disjoining¬Φ to the (outer) right conjuct sinceΦ is one of our hy-
potheses.  After a little simplification we obtain:

trm(T) ∧ (∀v∼p∼ • stp(T) ⇒ ¬ (Φ ∧ trm(S) ∧ (∀u∼o∼ • stp(S) ⇒ … …)))

whence

trm(T) ∧ (∀v∼p∼ • stp(T) ⇒ ¬ (trm(Φ|S) ∧ (∀u∼o∼ • stp(Φ|S) ⇒ … …)))

Winding back the normal forms gives:

[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S∀T(u, i, o) ] ¬ ((G(u, v) ∨ C(u, v, o, p, A)) ∧ V(u, v, o, p, A))

We use (10.2) on the ((G ∨ C) ∧ V) term, and monotonicity, after which some simplifi
cation yields:

[ T(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S∀T(u, i, o) ] ¬ (G(u, v) ∧ V(u, v, o, p, A))

Now it remains to existentially quantify9 theA , and to apply the deduction principle, to
arrive at (10.7).  We are done.

Theorem 10.6 Let (3.1) describe a¬C retrenchment where the set of abstract ope
tion names isOpsM . Then (10.3), with the occurrences ofM ∀T andS∀T replaced by
M T andST respectively, whereST is the generalised substitution:

ST ( u , i , o ) ≡  PREtrm( T ( v , j , p ) ) THENS ( u , i , o ) END (10.8)

and (10.5) and (10.6), describe a normal modulated refinement.

The proof of this is a small simplification of the preceding result, insofar as in the
finement operation PO,trm(T) may be hypothesised directly, rather than needing a d
ivation step to prove it.

Theorem 10.7 Let (3.1) describe a¬C retrenchment where the set of abstract ope
tion names isOpsM . Then (10.3), with the occurrences ofM ∀T andS∀T replaced by
M andSrespectively, and (10.5) and (10.6), describe an inverted modulated refinem

Again the proof is a simplification of the preceding since there is no work to do for
termination part of the refinement operation PO.

The preceding three results provoke some comments about the frame issues10surround-
ing machinesM , M ∀T andM T . Our starting point isM , the machine given originally,
whose variable isu , and whose properties involve onlyu (and the I/O variablesi , o ).
It is uncontroversial to identify theM of (3.1) with theM of Theorem 10.7 since they

9. Here we used the monotonicity law (∃A•[T(v)]¬[S(u)]¬F(A)) ⇒ [T(v)]¬[S(u)]¬
(∃A•F(A)) .
10. The business of frames in B is not a completely cut and dried one, see [Potet and Ro
ud (1998)]. Nevertheless the kind of problems raised there tend not to infect realistic s
ations.
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are textually the same thing. However as we considerM ∀T andM T , we have to ask to
what extent it is reasonable to regard these as versions ofM , as we would wish to do to
justify viewing Theorems 10.5 and 10.6 as saying something about the original¬C re-
trenchment (3.1). BothM ∀T andM T involve the concrete variablev (and the concrete
I/O).

Before discussingM ∀T andM T let us consider first the machineN of (7.7). This ma-
chine is manufactured from the B refinement, and is ostensibly only concerned
modifyingv , but nevertheless it needs to refer tou in order to do so, albeit that the ref-
erence is through a quantification. The quantification can be seen as hiding the s
occurrences ofu , indeed alpha conversion decrees that these occurrences are of a
bitrary “dummy variable”, but this is slightly illusory. Whileu indeed occurs quantified
in trm(T ∃S) , other components of the quantified clause do not, namelyI , J , and non-
variable parts oftrm(S) . These ensure that although the identity of the quantified v
iable intrm(T ∃S) doesn’t much matter, its meaning is still fixed, it will still have value
in U . The point of all this is that despite the quantification, we must still regardu as
being pertinent toN , or more accurately that variables in general taking values inU ,
I , O must be regarded as being pertinent toN .

The same argument now applies toM ∀T . This time it is the concrete variablev that is
quantified, but the free occurrences ofI , G , J andtrm(S) , ensure that variables taking
values inV , J , P must be regarded as being pertinent toM ∀T , despite the quantifica-
tion.

By contrast, inM T , v appears free. Superficially thereforeM T looks like more of a
disturbance toM thanM ∀T is, since it is clear that variables taking values inV , J , P
must be regarded outright as being pertinent toM T . However the preceding discussion
shows that this distinction is rather misleading. Moreover the refinement relation
betweenM T andN ∃A corresponds more closely to the retrenchment relationship
tweenM andN because the refinement PO holds for exactly those (u, i, o) , (v, j, p) pairs
that verify the retrenchment PO, whereas inM ∀T , values of (u, i, o) such that the re-
trenchment relationship holds for some but not all (v, j, p) are not included in the refine-
ment relationship, as a result of the quantification. Our conclusion is thus that
cannot expect to retrieve a refinement from a¬C retrenchment unless one is prepare
to enlarge what one regards as the frame of the abstract machine, or to give up th
mal orientation of the refinement.

11 ∃GVP Retrenchment and Fullness

Though an easy criterion to deal with,¬C retrenchment is rather restrictive in that th
RETRIEVES and NEVERTHELESS clauses need to completely deny the CONCED
clause everywhere they are both true. Although this sometimes happens as in th
ample of Section 4 (exercise for the reader), it is by no means always appropriate,
the example of Section 3 in which the retrieve relation is violated in the| xx | = 10 and
new∉ xxsituation. Indeed whenever there is some point at which the CONCEDES
NEVERTHELESS clauses are simultaneously valid, the¬C criterion is useless. This
restrictiveness of¬C retrenchment is due to the implicit outermost universal quant
cation in (10.2). To this end we explore a more delicate criterion for retrenchment
∃GVP criterion, in which it is not everywhere true that the properties jointly establis
as the result of a step at both abstract and concrete levels, annul the possibility of
further step at each level, still jointly within the tenets of retrenchment. This turns
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to be equivalent to a local denial of the CONCEDES clause as Lemma 11.2 shows.
en the local nature of the assumptions, we cannot expect an arbitrary concrete exe
sequence to be simulable, simply because there is no requirement for it to visit s
those concrete states in which the assumptions hold, given that they do not hold e
where. We must therefore restrict our attention to those concrete execution sequ
that do so, the so-called tame ones. Even this is not yet enough to prove a stepwis
ulation result, since even when the concrete execution sequence satisfies suitable
erties, there is no guarantee that the abstract execution sequence will be a
cooperate. To remedy this we need to demand a condition, fullness, of the abstrac
tem to ensure that the inductive step of the stepwise simulation theorem will go thro
With this preamble, we present the technical details.

Definition 11.1 For a retrenchment like (3.1), suppose we have the stronger joint
tialisation PO:

[ Y(v) ] ¬ [ X(u) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am))) (11.1)

and suppose that eachOpsM operationn ≡ (Tn, An, Pn, Cn, Vn) of N satisfies the opera-
tion compatibility PO:

¬ ( ∀ u, v, o, p, B • ((G(u, v) ∨ Cn(u, v, o, p, B)) ∧ Vn(u, v, o, p, B))
⇒

¬ (G(u, v) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am))) ) (11.2)

then we call the retrenchment an∃GVP retrenchment.

Note that (11.2) is much more liberal than (10.2). Predicate calculus immedia
yields:

Lemma 11.2   Property (10.2) holds iff (10.3) is true:

(∃ u, v, o, p, B, m ∈ OpsM •
G(u, v) ∧ Vn(u, v, o, p, B) ∧ (∀ jm ∃ im, Am • Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am))) (11.3)

We observe that in (11.3) all effects of the CONCEDES clauses have been subsu
This is the∃GVP analogue of the¬C criterion which also denies the CONCEDES
clause, but this time acting more locally.

Definition 11.3 Let (3.1) describe an∃GVP retrenchment where the set of abstract o
eration names isOpsM . Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1, p2)-› v2 … ] be an exe-
cution sequence ofN , with anOpsM sequence of invoked operation namesms≡ [ m0,
m1 … ] . ThenT is tame iff there is a sequenceAs ≡ [ A0, A1 … ] with dom(As) =
dom•(T ) , such that forj0 , and for suitablei0 , A0 witnesses (11.1), and

(∀ r ∈ dom•(As) • Γ(Amr
, vr+1, Amr+1

)) (11.4)

where

Γ(Amr
, vr+1, Amr+1

) ≡  (∃ u, o, i • G(u, vr+1) ∧
Vmr

(u, vr+1, o, pr+1, Amr
) ∧ Pmr+1

(i, jr+1, u, vr+1, Amr+1
)) (11.5)

Or in plain language, we can chooseAs consistently per operation instance so that
each non-boundary state ofT , (11.3) is satisfied. Note that because of their roles
“memory variables”, we can assume that theAmr

andAmr+1
carry with them the memory

m ∈ OpsM
∨

m ∈ OpsM
∨
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of suitableu, i, j not to mention the memory ofmr andmr+1 . Obviously a tame execu-
tion sequence ofN comes from an∃GVP retrenchment.

The next definition describes retrenchments in which for a given concrete step, th
stract machine is actually capable of all steps that the RETRIEVES, CONCEDES
NEVERTHELESS clauses might lead you to expect it to be capable of.

Definition 11.4 Let (3.1) describe a retrenchment where the set of abstract opera
names isOpsM . We say thatM is full (with respect to the retrenchment) iff the follow-
ing holds for allm ∈ OpsM :

G(u, v) ∧ P(i, j, u, v, A) ∧ stp(T)(v, j, v′, p) ∧
(G(u′, v′) ∨ C(u′, v′, o, p, A)) ∧ V(u′, v′, o, p, A)

⇒
stp(S)(u, i, u′, o) (11.6)

The fullness criterion is not a very demanding one in actual fact. Given an arbitrar
trenchment (3.1), one can construct a corresponding retrenchment withM full, by add-
ing fresh logical variablesAu , Ai to the LVAR clause, conjoining fresh definitions

Au = u ∧ Ai = i

to the WITHIN clause, and conjoining (the body of the definition of)

stp(S)(Au, Ai, u, o)

to the NEVERTHELESS clause of each operationm . This yields a retrenchment with
M full because:

(a) every abstract step (including any whose existence is asserted via the retrenc
operation PO) satisfiesstp(S) , therefore strengthening the consequent of the op
ation PO with something that is already true cannot cause it to fail, and thus
have a valid retrenchment;

(b) the construction suggested is tantamount to conjoining the consequent of (11
the antecedents, making it vacuuously true, and thus we have a retrenchmen
M full.

Now we can prove the main simulation result. Note that this is related to the U-si
lation discussed in [de Roever and Engelhardt (1998)].

Theorem 11.5 Let (3.1) describe an∃GVP retrenchment where the set of abstract o
eration names isOpsM . Suppose thatM is full. Let T ≡ [ v0 -(j0, m0, p1)-› v1 -(j1, m1,
p2)-› v2 … ] be a tametrm-safe execution sequence ofN . Then there is a stepwise sim
ulationS ≡ [ u0 -(i0, m0, o1)-› u1 -(i1, m1, o2)-› u2 … ] of T  .

Proof. This follows the pattern of our previous results so we just focus on the induc
step. SupposeS has been constructed as far as ther’th step and that we have establishe
G(ur, vr) ∧ Pmr

(ur, vr, ir, jr, Ar) . BecauseT is tame, for the same choice ofAr , we have
thatvr -(jr, mr, pr+1)-› vr+1 witnesses (11.2)-(11.3) for appropriateur+1, ir+1, or+1 , Ar+1 .
But now we have the antecedents of (11.6), whose consequent yields a stepur -(ir, mr,
or+1)-› ur+1 that both verifies the stepwise simulation property, and also reestabli
the inductive hypothesisG(ur+1, vr+1) ∧ Pmr+1

(ur+1, vr+1, ir+1, jr+1, Ar+1) . We merely
add now that tameness enables us to take note of (11.1) for the initialisation, and
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we can usetrm-safety and the normal retrenchment operation PO for the last stepT
indeed has a last step).

∃GVP retrenchment gives us a notion of strong simulation, though not of the sam
as we have had previously. The main thing we lose is the equality of automata theo
an machine based state that we emphasised before. We comment further after th
nical details.

Definition 11.6 Let M andN be machines in an∃GVP retrenchment with operation
name setsOpsM andOpsN . Then taking∗ as a fresh constant, thetrm-safe tameM-
reachable transition system ofN is defined by:

(1) LNM
  =  {(j, m, p) ∈ J × OpsM × P}

(2) V t
M  = V t

M0 ∪ {(An, v, Am) | there is atrm-safe tame execution sequence
of N consisting solely ofOpsM operations, withv as
penultimate state and such thatΓ(An, v, Am) holds}

(3) V t
M0  =  {(∗, v0, Am0

) | ∃ u0 • (11.1) holds}
(4) Tt

NM
  =  {(An, v, Am) -(j, m, p)-› (Am, v′, An′) | there is atrm-safe tame

execution sequence ofN consisting solely ofOpsM operations,
with v -(j, m, p)-› v′ as penultimate step}

Theorem 11.7 Let (3.1) describe an∃GVP retrenchment where the set of abstract o
eration names isOpsM and whereM is full. Then there is a strong simulation from the
trm-safe tameM-reachable transition systemTt

NM
of N to thetrm-safe reachable tran-

sition systemTM of M .

Proof. We define a strong simulation (ΘS, ΘL) whereΘL is unchanged from Theorem
10.4 so we do not quote it.

ΘS  =  {(u, (An, v, Am)) ∈ U × V t
M | G(u, v) ∧ Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am)}

Note that this is in fact well defined asAmsubsumesim, jmas assumed previously. Prov
ing that this gives a strong simulation is now a straightforward adaptation of the p
of Theorem 11.5.

As is clear, the automata theoretic states in the above construction are no long
same states as the machine states. One could imagine trying to repair this by going
the transition systemTt

NM
to one where the states are purely elementsv ∈ V as before,

by existentially quantifying over theAn andAm in the triples (An, v, Am) . However
while this might well enable us to prove the strong simulation properties of (ΘS, ΘL) ,
we would lose an essential automata theoretic property hitherto taken for gran
namely that an arbitrary sequential composition of steps through a series of states
automaton is a valid execution sequence fragment — bluntly, an arbitrary seque
composition of steps of an automaton as suggested is not guaranteed to be tam
tameness we need the extra itemsAn andAm in the states, and both are needed to ensu
that we can relate successive steps correctly in an execution sequence. In the ter
ogy of [Abadi and Lamport (1991)], in a typical state (An, v, Am) , An is a history variable
andAm is a prophecy variable. Unlike most applications of history and prophecy v
ables, both are only of limited reach here, i.e. we need to incorporate neither the
history of the execution thus far, nor the whole of its evolution in the future, to achi
our objectives, because of the relatively local nature of the tameness criterion.
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The fact that in (11.3) all effects of the CONCEDES clauses are subsumed, gives
to the hope that some notion of modulated refinement could be recovered from
∃GVP retrenchment. In fact the existential nature of the∃GVP criterion acts against
this as the absence of any reference to sets of execution sequences makes refinem
tions intrinsically universal in nature. The next section sets out fresh criteria for
trenchment that are intended to alleviate this.

12 Decomposed Retrenchment and Trimness

In this section we make a different set of assumptions about retrenchments, and
that they can give rise to a modulated refinement property. In order that this g
through, we know that the assumptions must be essentially universal in character,
remarks in the last section. We will assume that the WITHIN clauses are decompo
i.e. fall into two pieces, one essentially to do with I/O remapping, and the remain
and that the I/O remapping part does not conflict with the RETRIEVE clause (
(12.2)). We also assume that the CONCEDES clauses do not overlap with the
TRIEVE clause in a particular way (12.3), a property we call trimness. We argue
both properties might be expected to arise naturally in realistic systems — this is r
just separation of concerns at a human level. The natural tendency would be for de
ers to write down the various different properties they require individually, leading
easy identification of the various subclauses described, rather than forcing a mixtu
writing clauses that deliberately mix different issues.

Definition 12.1 Let (3.1) describe a retrenchment where the set of abstract opera
names isOpsM . A WITHIN-decomposition of (3.1) consists of a collection of pred
cates {P∀

m , P+
m | m ∈ OpsM} such that

Pm(im, jm, u, v, Am) ⇔ P∀
m (im, jm, u, v) ∧ P+

m (im, jm, u, v, Am) (12.1)

and

G(u, v) ⇒ (∀ jm ∃ im • P∀
m (im, jm, u, v)) (12.2)

We refer to a retrenchment as a decomposed retrenchment if we have some such d
position in mind.

Every retrenchment has a trivial WITHIN-decomposition since we can always setP∀
m ≡

true andP+
m ≡ Pm , however this is obviously not going to be terribly useful. What w

have in mind rather, is when a retrenchment step defines a remapping of I/O and
aspects of a system, and also some further stipulations on the permitted starting c
urations of operations. In a sane design process these two aspects will be describe
arately, so in a givenPm , there will be clauses pertaining to the former activity an
others pertaining to the latter. These can be gathered intoP∀

m andP+
m respectively, so

Pm≡ P∀
m ∧ P+

m . In particular, the global nature of a sensible remapping of I/O and s
would lead to the global applicability ofP∀

m and hence to (12.2).

Definition 12.2 Let (3.1) describe a retrenchment where the set of abstract opera
names isOpsM .  We say the retrenchment is trim iff for allm ∈ OpsM :

(∃ u • G(u, v)) ⇒ ¬ (∃ u • Cm(u, v, o, p, A)) (12.3)

Trimness just means that all CONCEDES clauses are disjoint in a particularly c
way from the RETRIEVES clause. Essentially (12.3) dividesV into a partG-related to
U , a partC-related toU , and any remainder.

m ∈ OpsM
∧
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Any retrenchment which can withstand the strengthening of the NEVERTHELE
clause by the termG^ ≡ (G(u, v) ∨ ¬ (∃ u • G(u, v))) can be made trim by replacing
each clauseCm-old ≡ Cm(u, v, o, p, A) by Cm-new≡ (Cm(u, v, o, p, A) ∧ ¬ (∃ u • G(u, v)))
, since ((G(u, v) ∨ Cm-new) ∧ Vm) ⇔ ((G(u, v) ∨ Cm-old) ∧ Vm ∧ G^ ) , andCm-newvali-
dates (12.3) regardless of whatCm-old is. From this we see that the theCm-old to Cm-new
transformation maintains the truth of all the necessary POs.

The main interesting property of decomposed trim retrenchments is that a useful n
of modulated refinement can be recovered from them. Since loosely speaking, an
trenchment can be decomposed at least trivially, and any retrenchment has a trim
terpart as above if it is not trim already, the relevant theorems are of wide applicab
indeed Theorems 12.3 and 12.4 are arguably the most important theorems in this p

Theorem 12.3 Let (3.1) describe a decomposed trim retrenchment where the se
abstract operation names isOpsM . Then the following is a normal modulated refine
ment:

MACHINE M ∃P ( a ) MACHINE N ∃V ( b )
MODREF M ∃P

VARIABLES u VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I ( u ) INVARIANT J ( v )

RETRIEVES G ( u , v )
INITIALISATION X ( u ) INITIALISATION Y ( v )
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS

o ←— OpName ( i )  =̂ p←— OpName( j ) =̂
S∃P ( u , i , o ) BEGIN

END T ∃V ( v , j , p )
WITHIN

P ∀ ( i , j , u , v )
NEVERTHELESS

V ∃A ( u , v , o , p )
END

END (12.4)

where:

S∃P ( u , i , o ) ≡ PRE
( ∀ v , j • I ( u ) ∧ G ( u , v ) ∧ J ( v ) ∧ trm( S ( u , i , o ) )

⇒ trm( T ( v , j , p ) ) ∧ ( ∃ A • P +( i , j , u , v , A ) ) )
THEN

S ( u , i , o )
END (12.5)

T ∃V ( v , j , p ) ≡ PRE
trm( T ( v , j , p ) )

THEN
ANY

v′ , p′
WHERE

stp( T )( v , j , v′ , p′ ) ∧ ( ∃ u′ • G ( u′ , v′ ) )
THEN

v , p := v′ , p′
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END (12.6)

V ∃A ( u , v , o , p ) ≡  ( ∃ A • V ( u , v , o , p , A ) ) (12.7)

Proof. We have two fresh machines to deal with so we must check their consiste
first. ForM ∃P we observe that its invariantI and initialisationX are unchanged from
M so the initialisation PO holds; and because thetrm predicates of itsOpsM operations
are at least as strong as those ofM , and within thesetrm predicates thestp predicates
are unchanged, if the operation POs ofM can be discharged then so can those ofM ∃P .
Likewise forN ∃V , its invariantJ and initialisationY are unchanged fromN ; and be-
cause itstrm andstp predicates are at least as strong than those ofN , discharging of
the operation POs ofN leads to the discharge of those ofN ∃V .

Let Φ name the PRE clause (∀v, j • … P + ) in (12.20), and letΨ name the WHERE
clausestp(T) ∧ G in (12.6).

We turn to the retrenchment itself. The joint initialisation PO is unproblematic,
(12.2). Likewise the operation compatibility PO (8.4) follows sinceG alone implies the
conjunction of all theP ∀ predicates by (12.2) again. There remains the PO for ope
tions.  For this we need to show that for all operations inOpsM :

(I(u) ∧ G(u, v) ∧ J(v)) ∧ (trm(S∃P(u, i, o)) ∧ P ∀(i, j, u, v))
⇒

trm(T ∃V(v, j, p)) ∧ [ T ∃V(v, j, p) ] ¬ [ S∃P(u, i, o) ] ¬
(G(u, v) ∧ V ∃A(u, v, o, p)) (12.8)

knowing that (3.7) and (12.1)-(12.3) hold.

First we observe thattrm(T ∃V) = trm(T) . This is becausetrm(v, p := v′, p′) = true ,
trm(ANY v′ WHEREQ THEN SEND) = (∀ v′ • Q ⇒ trm(S)) , andtrm(PREQ THEN
S END) =Q ∧ trm(S) .

Now we hypothesise the antecedents of (12.8). Using generalised modus ponen
can infertrm(T(v, j, p)) . Sincetrm(T) = trm(T ∃V) , we have the first part of the conse
quent of (12.8).

For the second part, suppose we have a step ofT ∃V , v0 -(j0, T ∃V, p0)-› v0′ . Then we
know thatv0 -(j0, T, p0)-› v0′ is a step ofT , thatP ∀(i0, j0, u0, v0) is hypothesised, and
that we can deduce∃ A • P + (i, j, u, v, A) from the hypothesisedΦ . This means that
we can find anA0 such thatP(i, j, u, v, A0) holds. We now have all the antecedents
the retrenchment operation PO, (3.7). This generates a stepu0 -(i0, S, o0)-› u0′ of M
which we can reinterpret as a stepu0 -(i0, S∃P, o0)-› u0′ of M ∃P since we are hypothe-
sisingΦ . For this step ofM ∃P , ((G(u0′, v0′) ∨ C(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0)) ∧ V(u0′, v0′, o0,
p0, A0)) is true. From the structure ofΨ we know thatG(u0

∼, v0′) is true for someu0
∼ ,

and from (12.3) we knowG(u0
∼, v0′) ⇒ ¬ C(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0) . After some algebra

and weakening we deriveG(u0′, v0′) ∧ V(u0′, v0′, o0, p0, A0) . We can now existentially
quantify theA ; and noting that we have both thetrm predicates and the relation on
steps, allows us to apply Theorem 5.1, and then quickly to get (12.8). So we are d

Theorem 12.4 Let (3.1) describe a decomposed trim retrenchment where the se
abstract operation names isOpsM . Then (12.4), with the occurrences ofM ∃P andS∃P

replaced byM P andSP respectively, whereSP is the generalised substitution:
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SP ( u , i , o ) ≡ PREtrm( T ( v , j , p ) ) ∧ ( ∃ A • P +( i , j , u , v , A ) )
THEN S ( u , i , o ) END (12.9)

and (12.6) and (12.7), describe a normal modulated refinement.

The proof of this is a simple matter of managing without the universal quantifiers in
PRE component.  An equally simple modification suffices for the following.

Theorem 12.5 Let (3.1) describe a decomposed trim retrenchment where the se
abstract operation names isOpsM . Then (12.4), with the occurrences ofM ∃P andS∃P

replaced byM andSrespectively, and (12.6) and (12.7), describe an inverted modula
refinement.

The fact that we can derive a modulated refinement from a decomposed tidy retre
ment means that all the results in Section 8 are available to us. In particular we hav
stepwise and strong simulation properties. These could also have been derived
pendently of course, but while the strong simulation property is the same which
way it is derived, the independently derived stepwise simulation property is differen
the one inherited from modulated refinement as a comparison of (8.5) and (9.1) s
(clearly under our assumptions both are true). All this would be very similar to w
appears in Section 10 which can be seen as a partial working out of these remar
the¬C case, so we suppress the details.

13 Other Variations

In the preceding sections we looked at a variety of types of retrenchment for which
were able to demonstrate different kinds of simulation as appropriate. The possibi
discussed do not by any means exhaust what can be proposed in this area. Howe
the preceding sections showed, much of the reasoning involved is very similar; in
in all cases it largely hinges on denying the CONCEDES clause in different ways.
is hardly surprising considering thatG ∧ P has to be established for a next step. In th
section we consider some variations on the themes already proposed, but brie
avoid excessive repetition.

∃GVP retrenchment has some variations worth mentioning. In the first,v is removed
from the scope of the universal quantifier in (11.2) (or equivalently from the scop
the existential quantifier in (11.3)). This has the effect of making these clauses hol
all v ∈ V , which increases the proportion of behaviours of the machineN that can be
simulated. Removing alsoj from quantification results in a further increase, and so o
A different kind of variation replaces the disjunction overm ∈ OpsM in (11.1) and
(11.2) by a conjunction. This also increases the proportion of behaviours ofN that can
be simulated, and the resulting theory looks much more like that of¬C retrenchment.
In particular a modulated refinement result can be proved relatively painlessly (bec
the definition of a modulated refinement demands such a conjunction). Yet anothe
iation strengthens the fullness and tameness conditions by disallowing the logical
stantsA introduced in LVAR clauses, giving rise to a more local version of the theo
The most striking consequence of this is to reestablish the correspondence betwe
tomata theoretic and machine oriented state that we had before. Obviously these
ations can be considered separately or together.

Decomposed trim retrenchment has two variations which we consider. In the first
addV to the antecedent of (12.3), which in fact has very little effect. In the second,
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avail ourselves of the opportunity to modify the WHERE clause of (12.6). The m
obvious thing to try, is to remove the existential quantification overu′ . If we do this
then we can also remove the existential quantifications in (12.3) giving a fresh no
of tidiness. This results in a neater theory because nowanyretrenchment can be made
tidy unconditionally, as (G ∨ C) ⇔ (G ∨ (C ∧ ¬G)) . However the price to pay for this
is havingu′ free in (12.6), which raises frame problems again. These appear mor
vere than previously since now the extraneous variable appears directly in the defin
of the result of the operation rather than merely helping to control when the opera
may be called. For this reason we shied away from developing this version of the th
in detail above, despite its obvious technical appeal.

14 Conclusions

In the preceding sections we introduced and briefly justified the sharp form of retre
ment, and we compared it with the simpler unsharp form. Then we proved tha
trenchments compose. In fact a comparison between the composition proof
unsharp and sharp forms leads us to conjecture that compositionality holds rega
of the shape of the formulaΘ established by the[T(v, j, p)]¬[S(u, i, o)]¬ Θ complex.
Any Θ built up out of a collection of clauses which occur once only in the operation P
will lead to the compositionality property by suitable manipulation, essentially beca
the “single occurrence in the PO” property does not constrainhowthe component claus-
es can be manipulated in order to generate a composedΘ . Thus one could imagine in-
creasingly elaborate forms of retrenchment, and thus ofΘ , beyond theΘ ≡ (G ∨ C) or
Θ ≡ ((G ∨ C) ∧ V) forms examined already, and anticipate that they would comp
without problems.  However we can see little need at this juncture to do so.

Beyond compositionality, we examined the relationship between retrenchment an
finement in some detail. While refinement was easily encompassed within retre
ment, we found that modulated refinement provided us with the natural environme
which to explore the converse relationship. We found that in useful special cases
could find a refinement hiding within a retrenchment. To an extent one could argue
some of the derivations here amounted to just shuffling of formulae around the con
syntax of the retrenchment and modulated refinement frameworks, an option affo
to us by an element of expressive redundancy in these syntactic frameworks. On p
mathematical grounds such an argument is hard to fault; however it glosses over a
portant point. In industrial scale developments, one of the main enemies of fluent s
ification is the sheer size of the text. By the time one has incorporated all the irks
real-world details that need to be taken into account, the specification text has be
unwieldy and opaque, and difficult to approach from cold. Furthermore, familiar sp
ification composition constructs (such as INCLUDES and USES in B, and analogu
these in other specification formalisms) turn out to be less useful than one would
in such situations because of their extreme insistence that the theory of the subord
construct remain unaffected by the environment into which it is placed. Mathematic
this insistence is highly laudable, but in practice it often leads to developments that
upside down from an engineering viewpoint, as low level details take on a dominant
due to the pervasiveness of their consequences. Needless to say there is a certain
when real world developments are forced into what is, from an engineering standp
a distorted perspective. Retrenchment attempts to redress the balance to some
by allowing deviation from previously described behaviour, such previously descr
behaviour being sacrosanct from the refinement point of view. In this regard, the
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nipulations of eg. Theorems 10.5 and 12.3 are evidence that retrenchment is help
achieve a separation of concerns, whereby properties that might be more awkward
pressed using refinement, may be distributed around a retrenchment to make the
a means for easier understanding of the concrete specification. Moreover our refe
point, modulated refinement itself, is of intrinsic interest as it allows the I/O signat
of operations to change, a feature that is of some value in industrial scale developm
([Meynadier (1998)]).

Another major area of interest to us was simulation. Here the subtleties of the va
notions of simulation that we considered, were shown up in the different simula
properties possessed by different kinds of retrenchment and refinement notions th
discussed. Unsurprisingly the widest range of notions of simulation was displaye
¬C retrenchment, a kind of retrenchment with properties strong enough to almost m
it a refinement. For this special case, we were able to display stepwise simula
which translated smoothly into strong simulation, and we furthermore extracted t
closely related types of modulated refinement. By contrast, for the fairly weakly c
strained notion of∃GVP retrenchment, while we could prove stepwise simulation
tame execution sequences, strong simulation appeared in a muted form due to t
cessity of incorporating limited reach history and prophecy variables. Also the disju
tive nature of the assumed restrictions prevented an immediate extraction
modulated refinement; this was more easily accomplished for decomposed retre
ments which feature suitably conjunctive assumptions. And the whole area is se
the highest relief in modulated refinement itself, which offers a route between the
ulation properties of conventional refinement and those of strong simulation. Ou
proach to these issues may be contrasted with the work of [Bolton et al. (1999), De
et al. (1996)] who consider related questions.

One area we deliberately neglected in this paper was event driven systems, a po
current topic of research in the B-Method, where they are typically refered to as
stract Systems rather than Abstract Machines (see eg. [Abrial and Mussat (1998)
rial (1996b), Butler and Walden (1996), Walden and Sere (1996)]). These works b
on [Back and Kurki-Suonio (1983), Back (1989), Lamport (1994)], and others. The
terplay between the ideas inherent in action refinement and retrenchment is cer
worth studying, but we leave that to another place. And yet another subject for fu
work, is elaborating the ideas of this paper in the context of other refinement form
isms.
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